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Pacific College Bulletin
Published Quarterly by Authority of the Board of
Managers of Pacific College, Newberg, Oregon
VOLUME XXXVn MAY, 1945 NUMBER 1
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CATALOGUE 1944-1945
Announcements for 1945-46
Entered as second-class matter, June 22, 1908, at the
office at Newberg, Oregon, under the act of July i ,
CALENDAR
CALENDAR
May 31, Thursday, Class Day exercises, 8:00 p. m.
June 1, Friday—Commencement Musical Recital, 8:00 p. m.
June 3, Sunday—Baccalaureate Service, 8:00 p. m.
Closing public meeting Student Christian
Union. 8 p. m.
June 4, Monday—Commencement. 10:00 a. m.
SU3IMEB VACATION
September 24, Monday—First Semester begins. Registration
lower classes.
September 25, Tuesday—Registration for upperclassmen.
Freshmen Day.
September 26, Wednesday—Instruction starts in all depart
ments.
Novemlber 12, Monday—Homecoming.
November 21, Wednesday—Thanksgiving recess begins at 4:00
p. m.
November 26, Monday—Recitation resumed at 8 a. m.
December 21, Friday—Christmas vacation begins, 4:00 p. m.
WINTER VACATION
January 2, Wednesday—Recitation resumed, 8:00 a. m.
February 1, Friday—First Semester ends.
February 4, Monday—Second Semester begins—Registration.
April 18, Thursday—Spring vacation begins, 4:00 p. m.
April 23, Tuesday—Recitation resumed, 8:00 a. m.
May 3, Friday—May Day.
June 6, Thursday—Class Day exercises, 8:00 p. m.
June 7, Friday—Commencement Musical Recital, 8:00 p. m.
June 9, Sunday—Baccalaureate Service, 3:00 p. m.
June 10, Monday—Commencement, 10:00 a. m.
; f; -. t
COLLEGE BOARD
BOARD OF MANAGERS
Members for Three Years, Ending June, 1945
J. Harlan Smith Newberg, Oregon
John Schmeltzer R. F. D. No. 3, Sherwood, Oregon
J. Ray Pemberton 1455 S. Commercial St., Salem, Oregon
Hervey M. Hoskins 915 North St., Newberg, Oregon
Members for Three Years, Ending June, 1940
Joseph Reece 2904 N. E. 50th Ave., Portland Oregon
Allie Calkins 809 S. Meridian St., Newberg, Oregon
Frank C. Colcord 409 Wynooski St., Newberg, Oregon
Loyd© Oaborn 3612 S. B. Grant St., Portland, 15, Oregon
Frank L. Cole 772 N. Contra Costa St., Berkeley, Calif.
Members for Three Years, Ending June, 1947
Allen Hadley 3270 S. E. Salmon, Portland. Oregon
Joseph W. McCracken 603 N. Meridian, Newberg, Oregon
H. Paul Michener R. F. D. No. 2. Newberg, Oregon
Charles C. Haworth 410 W. Rural Ave., Salem, Oregon
J. Allen Dunbar Greenleaf. Idaho
Uonorary Life Member's
Clarence J. Edwards Tillamook, Oregon
Amanda Woodward 200 N. River St., Newberg, Oregon
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD
Hervey M. Hoskins
Executive
H. Paul Michener
F. C. Colcord
Joseph McCracken
Faculty and Officers
Charles C. Haworth J. Hay Pemberton
Buildings and Grounds
Joseph McCracken J. Allen Dunbar
John Schmeltzer
Frank Cole
J. Harlan Smith
Frank Colcord
Museum and Library
Joseph G. Reece
Finance
Allie Calkins
Loyde Osborn
H. Paul Michener
Regular Meetings ^ u
The regular Quarterly Meetings of ^^Jy^^ggting of
Friday evening of the week Newberg
Friends, which meets the second Satu y
August, and November.
ADMINISTRATIVB OFFICERS
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
Emmett W. Gulley President
Laurence P. Skene Vice-President
Irene H. Gerlinger Vice-Presldent in charge of
outside activities.
Lewis Hosklns Dean
Mary C. Sutton .^.""'.Registrar
Crittle Knight Treasurer
Lora Doble ; Librarian
f Governor Men's Dormitory
•vi. ®5° fu Matron Women's DormitoryAlice Booth Secretary to the President
MEMBERS OF INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
Samuel L. Parrett, Former President U. S. National Bank,
(retired), Newberg.Frank C. Colcord, Secretary Portland General Electric Co.,
Newberg.
R. H. C. Bennett, Attorney, Newberg.
Oliver Weesner, Professor Pacific College, Newberg.
PACIFIC COLLEGE VISITING COMMITTEE
Appointed by Oregon Yearly Meeting of Friends
Audrey Swanson 3616 S. E. Alder St., Portland, Oregon
Elizabeth Smith 5728 S. E. Slst Ave., Portland, Oregon
Estella Mardock Box 45, Florence, Oregon
Pearl Reece 2904 N. E. 50th St., Portland, Oregon
Lesta Bates r. p. d. 4^ Box 170, Salem, Oregon
Alice Roberts Pacific College, Newberg, Oregon
FACULTY
PAQPIC COLLEGE FACULTY AND OFFICERS
Date following name indicates date of election to present
position on faculty.
LEVI T. PENNINGTON, A. B., M. A., D. D., President Emer
itus.
EMMETT W. GULLEY, A. B., M. A., 1928, President.
A. B., Pacific College, 1917; Student Hartford Theo
logical Seminary, 1917-18; Mission work in Mexico,
1918-24; M. A., Haverford College, 1924; Field Secre
tary. New York Yearly Meeting of Friends, 1924-28;
War Relief Work in Spain, 1939; Relief work for German
refugees, Cuba, 1939-40; Pacific College, 1928.
OLIVER WESSNER, B. S., R. P. E., 1909, Professor of Mathe
matics and Physics.
B. S., Earlham College, 1909; Teacher in public scnoois
of Indiana, 1903-06; Teacher of Mathematics, Pendieton,
Ind., High School, 1909; Teaching Fellow, University pi
Washington, 1912-13 and 1913-14; Registered Profes
sional engineer, 1919; Graduate StudenL
Oregon Summer School, 1926; Pacific College,
MARY C. SUTTON, A. B., M. A., 1915, Professor
A. B.. University of Washington
English and Languages, Pacific College,
Professor of German, 1913-14; Teacher of Language.
High School, Yelm, Washington, 1914-15;dent. University of Washington, summer fenns, 191 .
1917 and 1918; Student, University of ore-
mer term, 1921; Graduate Student, University M
gon, summer term, 1922; Graduate Student, UCalifornia, summer term. 1924; Graduate Student. ^
versity of Oregon, 1926-27; M. A., University
1927; Pacific College, 1915—
PERRY D. MACY, B. S., B. D., M. A., 1924, professor of
Sociology and Economics. tt..-Theologi-B. s-fpaeitlo college. 1907: Harttord
cal Seminary, 1913; Secretary Y. M. C. A., ^
Idaho, 1907-08; Principal andPastor Friends Churches, 1913-15, Field S friends
Evangelistic Superintendent Churches,
for 'New England, 1915-18; pastor science Pa-1918-20; Professor of History and ® ^ f
cific College, 1920-23; SSl^eJslJy of
Oregon, summer terms, 1921, 192^,
FACULTY
Oregon, 1923; Graduate Student, University of Washing
ton, summer term, 1923; Assistant Professor of Sociol
ogy, University of Oregon, 1923-24; Pacific College,
1924—
•RUSSELL W. LEWIS. 1940, B. S., Ph. B., M. A.. Professor
of English.
S., Pacific College, 1910; Ph. B., Penn College,1910; High School Teaching, Newberg, Oregon 1911-12;
Graduate student. University of California,' summer,
1912; University of Oregon, summer, 1918; University of
California, 1919-20; M- A., University of California, 1922;
Graduate Student, University of Oregon, summer 1926;
Professor of English, Pacific College, 1912-1934; Pro
fessor of English, Friends University, 1934-1939• Pacific
College, 1940—
LAURpCE F. SKENE, B. S., M. S., 1935, Professor of Chem
istry.
B. S., Pacific University, 1933; diploma Oregon State
Oregon State Agricultural College,
1936; University of Washington, summer term, 1936*
Pacific College, 1935—
GERVaS A. CAREY, A. B., A. M., B. D.. D. 'D., 1941, Professor
of Religious Education.
A. B., Friends University, 1914; A. M., ibid, 1916;
B D., Princeton Theological Seminary, 1918; D. D
Friends University, 1939; Pastor Priends Churches
1904-12, 1925-35, 1939-41; Teacher Friends University,
1914-16; 1935-39; Pacific College, 1940
LORA DOBLE, A. B., 1942, Librarian.
A. B., AlbanyCollege; Correspondence work University
of Oregon; Librarian Dundee High School; 5 years teach
ing in High School; Pacific College, 1942
EDWARD HARMON, A. B., B, D.. 1942. Instructor in Relig
ious Education.
A. B., Pacific College, 1942, B. D., Western Baptist
Theological Seminary; Pastor Friends Churches 12 vears-
Pacific College, 1942. '
GEORGE MOORE, A. B., 1943, Professor of Psychology and
Education.
A. B., Adrian College; Graduate work done for M A at
University of Oregon, except final draft of thesis; Teacher
Pasadena Academy; Pastoral Experience 8 years* Pacific
College, 1943—
• Resigned.
FACULTY
LEWIS HOSKINS, A. B., M. A., 1943, Professor in History;
Assistant to Piesident.
A. B., Pacific College; M. A., Haverford College; Ph. D.
work completed at University of Michigan (except
Thesis); Teacher in Friends University; Pacific College,
1943—
ROY CLARK, Th. B., A. B., 1944, Professor of Music.
Diploma in Piano, Friends Bible College, 1935; Th. B.,
Marion College, 1939; Music Instructor Friends Bible
College, 1939-42; A. B., Friends University, 1944; Study,
Power-Meyers Conservatory, Wichita; private pupil
Reeder, George Edie, Frank Kessler, Loren Crawford,
Charles H. Flnney; Pastor Friends Churches 4 years.
Pacific College, 1944—
EUGENE M. NYE, Professor of Organ.
Pupil of Walter G. Reynolds, Mauritz A. Lun^oim,
Alice Clement and Lauren B. Sykes in Orgon,
Lundholm and Cornish School of Music in Piano; Majt^
Sockett and Lillian Carstens in Harmony and Ear xrain
ing; Alice Clement in Theory and Milo Wold history
and Appreciation; Colleague of the American Gui
Organists and alumnus of Linfield College Conserva
of Music.
ROY KNIGHT, A. B., A. B., Th. B., M. Th., 1944, Professor of
Spanish, charge of Student Deputation work.
A. B., (Bible Major) Pacific Bible Seminary, 1^6.
A. B., (Sociology Major) Northwest Nazarene
1943; Th. B. Northwest Nazarene College, 1943; M. in.,
Northwest Nazarene College, 1944; Professor Bible
Spanish Evangelistic Institute, 1932-35; Professor '
Music, Spanish, Friends Bible College, 193'-41'
sor H. S. Dept. Northwest Nazarene - q44 • 15
fessor of Spanish Northwest Nazarene Colieg , »
years pastoral work; Pacific College, 1944
DOROTHY MORSE, A. B., 1944. Instructor in Home Econom
ics and Coach of Dramatics. „A. B., Pacific College, 1938; Je'icher In Cove
School; Teacher in Harper High School, Pacific
1944—
•FLORA MALONEY STONE, B. 1945. LinfieW^^^^^
Fifteen years of teaching experience, L ... jngtruc-
teach piano from Oregon Department of Public mstrue
tion; Pacific College, 1945—
• Resigned.
LFACULTY
HERSCHEL THORNBURG, Instructor in Piano.
Pacific College, 1944—
GENEVIEVE BELZ, Instructor in Shorthand and Typing.
Graduate Northwestern Business College; Pacific Col
lege, 1944—
BURTON FROST, Athletic Director for Men.
Pacific College, 1944—
CHARLOTTE MACY, Athletic Director for Women.
Pacific College, 1944—
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FACULTY OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES
OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES OF THE FACULTY
Officere
Emmett W. Gulley Chairman
Mary C. Sutton .Secretary
Perry D. Macy
Roy Knight Fire Marshall
Dorothy Morse Supervisor of Dramatics
Edward Harmon Member of Athletic Council
Committees
Advanced Standing and Extra Work.—Oliver Weesner, Mary
Sutton, Lewis Hoskins
Athletics Edward Harmon, Russell Lewis, Dorothy Morse
Chapel....George Moore, Lewis Hoskins, Roy Clark, Macy
Cooperation with College Board....Mary Sutton, Laurence SKene
George Moore.
Discipline Committee Gervas Carey, Mary Sutton, Roy
Knight, George Moore.
Library Committee. Lora Doble, Oliver Weesner, Lewis
Hoskins, Russell Lewis.
Social Committee....Roy Knight, Alice Roberts, Dorothy M
Student Affairs Mary Sutton Roy Clark
Student Aid (Work Committee) Roy Knight, Lora Doble,
Alice Roberts.
Student Cooperation....Laurence Skene, Dorothy Morse, George
Moore, Roy Knight.
Scholarship Awards....Perry Macjj, Lewis Hoskins,-Mary bu
Community Service Lewis Hoskins, Perry »
Edward Harmon.
Student Housing....Ru8sell Lewis, Mary Sutton, Laurence S n
10 HISTORY
Pacific College
History
Pacific college is the outgrowth of the need felt by the
early Quaker settlers who came to the Willamette valley.
The extreme democracy of the Friends Church demands that
each member should be well educated.
Following that tradition, Friends in the new Oregon
country immediately instituted provisions for the education
of their children. The first school was held In the humble
home of one of the pioneers. As rapidly as possible better and
better facilities were provided, before the public schools of
fered any opportunity for any education in this part of Oregon.
In 1S85 Friends Pacific Academy was organized, a school
of secondary grade. Herbert Hoover, the 31st president of the
United States, was a student of this early institution. Herbert
Hoover said in his own words, "as a young student there for
three years. I received whatever set I may have toward good
purposes in life."
By the year 1891 there was a demand for more advanced
work still, and in that year the institution was advanced to
college rank. Pacific College has now completed over fifty
years of continuous service as a college and her alumni and
students have gone out to all parts of the world to assume
leading roles in government, politics, business, religion, teach
ing, medicine, and other professions and callings.
Aim
The aim of Pacific College is to combine high scholastic
achievements with a strong emphasis on spiritual values and
humanitarian service.
The curriculum is divided up in such a way that for
the first two years the student gets a broad knowledge of
the general stream of human culture. During the last two
years the student should major in subjects of special interest
The college holds fast to the historic testimony of Friends
concerning the reality of God in the universe and in human
life and experience. Religion and education have always gone
hand in hand in the development of America. This has been
especially true in the work of the Friends church. The Quaker
sees no conflict between education and spiritual life, out of
this combination should come a deep concern to understand
human problems and to serve God and man in practical ways.
Great stress is layed on the idea of a community life, or-
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ganization and preparation for leadership. Definite effort is
made to link students with active participation in community
life and not only are definite classes offered in this field, but
the aim of the entire institution tends to stress this goal. Each
senior will be expected to devote at least one hour per week
in some approved form of community service unless this re
quirement has been met before reaching the senior year.
Supervised Vocational Training
In addition to the formal courses designed to train stu
dents for community service and for various occupations,
Pacific has inaugurated a program of supervised vocational
training as a laboratory aspect of its curriculum. Years of
experience have proved the validity of "practice teaching as
a necessary aspect of teacher training. Similar experiences
are proving helpful in corroborating vocational choices
other fields. Students may have opportunities to ascer ai
whether preliminary preferences are the wisest possi^ •
Actual EXPERIENCE in such a preferred vocation is
poitant test often overlooked and should be used ander ^
supervision and counsel. Pacific's plan permits stuaen &
choose a vocation to TRY as apprenticeship
perience. They then enroll in a project service
they learn the inside of their prospective , t^q-
it !be banking, grocery clerking, insurance, or any o -with-
two hours twice a week they work as an iparn
out pay, except for the college credit thus earned. T J
before they have proceeded too far with their train! g ,
or not they really are suited to the t)usiness they ha p
to enter. These training experiences should aid st ..
the wisest possible choice of a life work, ^ made
valuable apprenticeship experiences' for those who
their choice. , , the
This vocational experience shall be "i-pada of
direction of the college personnel director ..
the various departments concerned. field
be the maximum credit that may be earned in f„nptionalOther similar projects designed to vX"'
character of Pacific's training include to such
teer community service where students con
projects as public health, recreation, church »
12 STANDARDS AND INTEGRATIONS
Standards
In 1925 Pacific College was recognized by the United
States Bureau of Education as a standard college of Oregon
as provided by the laws of the state at that time. The insti
tution is now making application to the Northwest Association
for accreditation during the school year 1945-46.
Any student who does creditable work here and con
tinues to do the same type of work at the State University, or
any other school to which he may transfer, will lose no credit
because of the transfer.
A highly trained faculty directs the scholastic activities
and the proportion of faculty to the number of students is so
high that the classes are small and excellent work is main
tained.
Pacific College is a co-educational, non-profit organiza
tion maintained by the Society of Friends (Quakers) of
Oregon Yearly Meeting for the benefit of young people of all
denominations.
It is a Christian college whose purpose from its very or
ganization has been "a liberal education under the best Chris-
tion influence, at a minimum expense." It is earnestly de
sired that every student should come to an acceptance of
Jesus Christ as their personal Savior and Lord. The college
seeks to help its students to a definite dedication of life to
the service of Christ and to that Incoming of the divine spirit
without whose help the fullest service to God and humanity
is impossi'ole. It seeks to assist its students to find their work
in life and to begin to prepare for it now. It emphasizes con-
constantly the ideal of service rather than selflehness and of
character as well as scholarship.
Integration
Pacific College is exclusively a college of liberal arts and
sciences. It has no preparatory department, and undertakes to
do no graduate work. It confines its task definitely to under
graduate work leading to the bachelor's degree. While seek
ing to promote general culture and to aid its students toward
the development of sound, strong character, versatility, and
adaptabilty to the changing conditions of life, it alms also to
give adequate fundamental preparation for advanced courses
in special fields such as medicine, law, engineering, journal
ism, the ministry, education, etc.
One of the most vital aims of Christian higher education
is the integrating of personality and life, it is important that
COLLEGE MANAGEMENT 13
knowledge acquired in college be Integrated and that this per
spective be maintained and that the life of the student be a
part of actual life itself.
The teachers of Pacific College are constantly seeking
the proper correlation of the work of the various departments
of instruction and in every department there is an earnest
effort to relate the work of the classroom to human life.
To add to the effectiveness of this effort, integrating
courses and a division of work has been adopted. This makes
it possible to get a broad general vision of the various fields
of learning during the first two years and to intelligently
plan for one's major interest during the upper class years.
College Management
The basic organization of the college Is the pacific Col
lege Corporation, whose members are nominated by the col
lege Board, the Alumni, Oregon Yearly Meeting, and
Corporation itself. _
The College Board of Managers is elected by the conege
Corporation on nomination of the College f® ,
Yearly Meeting through its Permanent Board, and the Ai
Association. ^
The College Board elects the faculty, in whom is vestea
the direct control of the work of the college. . tho
While denominational in auspices,
earnest labor and sacrifices of its friends and under tne
tion and care of the Friends church. Pacific College mn ^
tarian in policy. Annual reports are prepared by the co g
management and submitted to Oregon Yearly Mee S
Friends, and this body appoints a visiting committee
duty it is to visit the college frequently, to keep in toucn
with the work and to offer any suggestions, advice or e
agement they deem proper. But though thus reiat
Friends, the college is open to all young people of gooa cna
acter and adequate preparation on an equal j
Pacific College Is the child of Christian sacrifice and Us
success is due to the enterprise and generosity of .^hom
who have faithfully stood by it from the the
have made sacrifices nothing less than heroic to _
school, and are still making such sacrificeslege still more successful and efficient in the c | jjf.The College is controlled by the Board o/. m
teen in number, divided into three classes, each serv g
years. Two-fifths of this board are Yearly
itself, two fifths by the Permanent f^^e Board
Meeting, and one fifth by the Alumni nfficio
of Managers, of which the president Is a member ex offlcio,
14 EQUIPMENT
has general charge of the College, electing the members of the
faculty, administering the finances, conferring degrees and
outlining the general policy.
To the faculty is delegated all the details of college work
in instruction and discipline. They also recommend to the
board those suitable to receive degrees and certificates.
The administration of the College endownment funds is
in the hands of a committee, consisting at present of the Col
lege treasurer and four able and judicious business and profes
sional men of the city of Newberg. Great care is taken to make
only the best and safest investments of the College's endow
ment funds. There has been little shrinking in the value of
the College's invested funds, even during the worst of the de
pression.
Equipment
The work of Pacific College is done in five buildings on
a campus of over 30 acres, at the edge of Newberg.
The buildings consist of Wood-Mar Hall, the main col
lege building; Kanyon Hall, the dormitory for women; the
original college building, used as a dormitory for men; a
chemistry building; a science hall, and the gymnasium. These
buildings, with the athletic field, occupy the front of the
campus. The rear of the campus is a beautiful wooded can
yon.
The main college building, Wood-Mar Hall, which was
named in honor of Mrs. Amanda M. Woodward and Mrs.
Evangeline Martin, who had so much to do with the raising
of the funds for Its erection, contains most of the rooms for
recitations, the auditorium, the library, the museum, the ad
ministration offices, etc.
Kanyon Hall, besides the rooms for the women students
and the dean of women, contains the student parlors and the
kitchen and dining room.
The old college building contains the rooms for the men
students and the governor of the dormitory, and the south
wing of the building has additional class rooms, the biological
laboratory and the music studio. This is the building in which
Herbert Hoover, former president of the United States, was
a student in the early years of Pacific.
A new gymnasium is being planned which is hoped will
be ready for the coming school year. It will be used by both
the men and women of the college. Basketball and volleyball
are the chief indoor sports, aside from regular gymnasium
training, which is provided for all students.
The library contains over 11,000 volumes, most of which
are of recent purchase. There are also many bound volumes.
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of valuable magazines and other periodical literature. More
than 50 leading magazines, weeklies, dailies and other periodi
cals are regularly received. In addition to Pacific College's own
equipment, students have the benefit of the Newberg Public
Library, which is near at hand, and the State Library at Salem
and the Portland Public Library, with both of which a liberal
borrowing agreement exists.
The laboratory equipment is being constantly increased
and adequate apparatus is provided for the courses offered
in the various sciences.
Student Activity
A large part of the education of all students consists in
what they do for themselves outside of the regular work of
the curriculum. An earnest effort is made to Prevent outside
interests from interfering with the regular work of the cla
room, but students are encouraged to participate in tne stu
dent activities of the college. .
There is a student body organization, of which all stu
dents are members and under the direction of which ma y
the student enterprises are carried on.
The religious activities of the students center . .Student Christian Union. This contains in its ^^"^^/uion
nearly all of the student body from year to
to the weekly religious meetings, the union conducts stud
prayer meetings and deputation meetings, I where
outlying school houses, neglected meetings and places whe
in athletics, toothali, hashehba^
baseball, volleyball, tennis and track being the principal sports
in which the college has intercollegiate contests. ^ate
Each year Pacific College is represented in
contests in oratory, extemporaneous speaking jj^s
In all these forms of public speaking contests the co g
a creditable record. in drama-An organization of those especially interest ,j^
tics and public speaking has been organized
The International Relations club,bership both men and women, is organized for the study
international and interracial problems. ^An excellent chorus Is maintamed "SepartmenT Every
women under the direction of the P Mpwherg and
year a number of concerts are given, both m Newoerg a
° An orchestra and band are maintained when there is suf-
Unto tSe'direction ot the Dramatic Director, numerous
16 CONDUCT OP STUDENTS
plays are given by the student body and by various classes
and organizations during the year.
The Trefian Literary Society is an association of women
students who are interested in literature and parlimentary
usage.
The Gold P clu'b for lettermen and the Gold Q club for
women who have won letters promote athletic and other
student activities, in addition to the naen's and women's ath
letic associations, with their larger memberships.
A semi-monthly paper. The Crescent, is published by the
student body during the college year. Both news and literary
materials find place in this publication, the staff of which is
elected by the student body.
Each year a college annual, L'Ami, is published by the
student body.
Various other student activities are carried on, including
a May Day celebration every two years, local and inter
collegiate contests in oratory, debating, extemporaneous speak-
ing, etc., and intramural tournaments in tennis basketball,
volleyball, baseball, etc.
A point system guards against the danger of capable and
popular students being burdened with too much extra-curric
ular work and responsfbility.
Conduct of Students
deno^^Mmaiif^i '^' ®*P®cted to (be diligent in study and tobMh fn thT and moral manner,
ters thP campus. When a student en-Ll the reel fSni® writing to have due regard for
ail / of the institution. All the requirements
ftv a welfare of the college commun-
Z\r]lnf H^orty Consistent with
rniipco otf-An/iQ If .^8 taken for granted that the purpose ofcollege atte dance is earnest, persistent study, and that ocial
enjoyment must always be subordinated to the regulations
made for the accomplishment of the most efficient work "Thepatronage of students who are already serTouslrdeZraliTed
s not solicited. When the faculty is satisfied that a student
is not properly carrying on his work, his parents or guardian
will be notified of the fact, and then, if there is no forma
tion, his removal from the college will be requested
The same course will be persued when a student does not
seem to be benefited by the advantages offered OshOs an
unwillingness to assist cheerfully in maintaining good order
or indulges in practices judged to be detrimental to himself
and others or to the reputation of the college. When the
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faculty consided it advisable, a student may be immediately
dismissed.
After giving the matter consideration for a long time,
the college board adopted the following statement:
"Those who founded Pacific College and those who in
the past have been most concerned in its maintenance believed
that social dancing, card-playing and the use of tobacco were
all injurious to students, and should not be permitted. Many
had conscientious convictions that these practices were not
only unwholesome but positively sinful. It was the ^"S'nal
plan adhered to until now, to maintain Pacific College as an
institution in which these things would not be permitted, to
pS?management of the college, convinced etm
that these practices are detrimental,
dents would be wiser to avoid them all, recogn g
fact that many students and the homes and
churches from which they come do part of
and that much friction results from the ®"°Z^^_jatters than
the college to enforce a higher standard in s students
the homes and even the churches from whi college's
come, feel that some chan.ge should be made in t
requirements along these lines. members and all
"It is still our conviction that faculty mem _
others in the employ of the college should avo
tices, and should seek to aid students all
"It is still our conviction that the
the organizations connected with it shou practices
"It is still our conviction none of tnesej
should be permitted to students ®^ated by students
property controlled by the college nor op
and for students. ,flints who wish to
"It is still our conviction them to do so.
avoid such practices, or whose paients indul-
have a right to be free from the „ q£ the college
gence, and we pledge the complete coopeiation o
to that end. . , t>,«v can no longer
"But the college authorities t^se matters off
be responsible for the conduct of students and
the campus and where it ..fip.. in these practices,
their parents desire that students indulge heretofore, to
"While the faculty Is not feQuired^. ^
make indulgence in these things by gpforce the require-
of discipline, they are fully f^^nfed by them or by the
ments here set down or any ® any of these prac-
board. And if they feel that jpg ^ith the work of anytices or any other is seriously Interfe g discredit on the
student or of fellow students, or b
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college, they are authorized to require that the practice be
discontinued or the student be withdrawn or dismissed from
college."
No change has been made in the ruling in regard to the
drinking of intoxicating liquor, which is forbidden both on
and off the campus.
Regular church attendance is expected of all students,
though the college assumes no responsibility in this matter
for students who live in their own homes. There are a num
ber of excellent churches In Newberg, where students find a
warm welcome.
Those who represent Pacific College in intercollegiate af
fairs, athletic and public speaking contests, etc., are required
to maintain an adequate standard both of scholarship and
character. A minimum of ten semester hours carried with
success, with satisfactory character and conduct, is required
of a representative of the college in all cases, and a still
higher standard is necessary in some activities.
The faculty represents a board of control in regard to
matters of discipline, and is authorized to suspend or dismiss
a student whenever, in its judgment, such action would be
for the best interests of the college.
Grades
A semester hour of work represents one hour a week of
lectures or recitations or two hours of laboratory work for
a full semester. The following system of marking grades is
used: A, exceptional; B, superior; C. average; D, inferior;
Inc., incomplete; F, failure.
Grade points are given in the following manner; 'A-4
points; B-3 points; C-2 points; D-1 point. No grade points are
given for any courses which have not received a grade. This
includes failures and incompletes.
Scholarship Requirements
A lower division student is automatically placed on pro
bation if his grade point average falls below 1.5. He will re
main on probation until he makes a grade point average of
1.75 for a subsequent term.
An upper division student Is automatically placed on pro
bation when his grade point average falls below 1 75 for any
semester, or his accumulative grade point average below 2
He will not be released until he has a grade point average of
at least 2 and an accumulative grade point average of at
least 2. Any student who is on probation for two consecutive
semesters may be dropped from classes.
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To receive a Junior Certificate, a student must have a
grade point average of at least 2.
Those who plan on teaching should maintain a grade .
point average of 2.5.
Candidates for degrees must have a grade point average
of at least 2.
Any incomplete must be made up within two years and
preferably within the following semester, otherwise an in
complete shall automatically be "changed to a failure.
Seniors who have maintained an accumulative gr^e
point average of 2.75 shall be exempt from examination the
final semester in each class in which he receives a grade of
B or better.
Academic Regulations
SEMESTER SCHEDULE— Students are
or 16 hours each semester. Not more than 17
semester may be taken without special permission. A m
of 12 hours is required for full participation f student noay
affairs. Students entering late .{.p semester,
work than if they had entered at the ^^Siiming of the
Semester grades are made from daily recitations,
tests and final examinations. a
admission to COURSES— a ^^7. f^e
course after the third week without student may not
and head of the department students
drop a course without the consent of the jeg desire
who registered for a course of study . he^-innlng
to change that course after two ^®®^®,^eV,^tach course
of the semester will be charged one /'^ pTJiggion, or
so changed. If a course is dropp^ not doing pass-
after the third week, a course in ^ "Failure"
Ing work is dropped, the student shall receive
CLASS attendance— Pacific College
emphasize cooperation between students a regular
structors are expected to be in their da gtall be
scheduled hours and it is ^^^®yf'^ °°f_Jir^vstem. Every class
there also. The College has no understood by the
period is of value and it should be .j-jje responsi-
student that every absence from class ^ student andbillty for making up work missed rests on^the^^^^^
there is no "excuse which will rel jg essential
responsibility. Regular ®-ttendance t nreceding and fol-part of college work. This includes days preceding
lowing vacations.
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ADVISORS— Class advisors are selected for each class. The
class advisor is available for both class and individual
problems.
CHAPEL ATTENDANCE—Varied and Interesting chapel serv
ices are maintained throughout the year. All students are
expected to attend chapel.
Variable Credit
Many courses are organized on a variable credit plan, the
amount of credit earned depending on the quantity and qual
ity of work done by the student.
Dormitory Life
The life in the college dormitories is one of the distinc
tive features of Pacific College. It is the aim of the school
o furnish students from outside of Newberg an environment
as nesrly like that of the Christian home as possible.
The number of dormitory rooms is limited and applica
tion for rooms should be made as early as possible to secure
accommodations.
DORMITORY FOR YOUNG WOMEN— This fbuilding
commonly known as Kanyon Hall, is a two-story and basement
structure, with rooms for 25 to 30 girls. This building has
recently been completely remodeled, practically rebuilt. The
rooms are large, each furnished with single beds, mattresses,
pillows, table, chairs, and electric lights, with a wardrobe
in each room. Students are expected to provide their own
bedclothmg. towels, napkins, etc., all of which should be
properly marked. In addition to the rooms for students, there
are student parlors and living rooms for the matron on the
first floor, and the 'basement is occupied by the kitchen and
the student dining room.
The cost of rooms in this hall is from $1.50 to $2.00 per
week for each student where two share a room, or from $2 00
to$2.75 per week where one occupies a room aloneDORMITORY FOR YOUNG MEN— Th^ dormitory for
young men is located in the Old College building. Each room
IS furnished with single beds, with mattresses, nillows table
chairs, etc. with a large wardrobe for each ;oom studTnts
are expected to provide their own bedclothine IowpIr nan
kins, etc., all of which should he properly marked
Room rent is from $1.26 to $1.50 each where two stu
dents room together, or $1.75 to $2.25 where a student rooms
alone.
While all the liberty Is given the students consistent with
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moral safety and good school work, the college undertakes
to look carefully after the students placed in its charge,
especially those who reside in the dormitories. Students are
not expected to be away from the dormitories at night without
consent, and their physical, social and moral interests are con
stantly guarded. , ^
Where special arrangements are made by parents or
cuardians, for reasons satisfactory to the faculty, students
whose homes are distant from the college may board m pri
vate families who cooperate with the faculty
quire a student living in a home not his
dormitory student.
Boarding
Board in the college *^®iJ^°iSvance^^Th "
at the rate of $5,25 per week, PayaJ}© if circumstances
lege reserves the right to change this rate n ci
should make it necessaiT. successive days
Reductions are made in advance,
are missed, provided proper notice is g
Expenses
It is the constant aim of the
of the students down to the ^ A 375 oo per semester.The regular tuition for the 'charges in case more
A pro rata increase is made
than the regular amount of work jjgre a full year's
A discount of five per cent is allo^e
tuition is paid in advance. thirteen hours work in
The tuition charge for less than thirtee
the college Is $5.50 per semester hour. semester
For each student there is a charge
for library fee. , on per semester is charged
A student affairs fee of $b.uy nroDosed by a practically
each student, this plan having This entitles the stu-'he
unanimous vote of the student " oratorical contests,
dent to admission to ^11 athletic j^ggj-jption to the college
etc.. conducted by the student hody>paper, a copy of the college annual, etc.
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Fees are charged in laboratory courses to cover cost of
materials, etc. The fee for the regular college laboratory
course is ?5.00 per semester, with breakage, extra. (There is
a special fee of $1 in the courses of General Psychology and
Methods of Teaching),
A. deposit of ?3,00 per semester will be required of each
student of Chemistry, to cover breakage. Any of this fee not
actually used will be refunded at the close of the semester.
A graduation fee of $5.00 is payable to the treasurer of
the college by each candidate for graduation before June 1.
After completion of lower division requirements are met,
(freshman and sophomore work) a junior certificate will be
issued upon request. A fee of $3.00 Is payable to the treasurer
for this certificate.
All college bills, including tuition, room rent, library
and laboratory fees, etc., are payable in advance, and every
student is required to settle with the treasurer atr the begin
ning of each semester. Students whose bills are partially or
wholly provided for in some other way should nevertheless
report the same to the treasurer promptly at the opening of
the semester, that he may understand their position and adjust their accounts. There is a registration fee of §1.00, which
is remitted if the registration is complete. Including the pay
ment of tuition, on the regular registration days. Fees should
be paid promptly in cash at the beginning of the semester,
whatever arrangements are made for tuition.
Sons and daughters of ministers and missionaries of any
evangelical denomination who are in active service as such,
are required to pay only half the regular tuition.
An extra fee of $1.00 or more is charged for each spe
cial examination unless for special reason this fee Is remitted
by the faculty. This fee is to be paid to the treasurer and re
ceipt presented to the teacher at the time the examination is
taken.
Before being admitted as a student in Pacific College,
each applicant must pay at least fifty per cent of the tuition
due for that particular semester covering his or her enroll
ment; or, in cases where it is impossible to meet this require
ment, the student must appear before a special committee ap
pointed by the board and make satisfactory arrangements for
tbe payment of said tuition.
At the beginning of each new semester, it shall be re
quired that the balance of the tuition for the preceding semes
ter shall have been paid before the applicant may enroll
as a student for the new semester, and fifty per cent of the
tuition for the new semester also must be paid before enroll
ment is permitted, except in those cases where a student ap-
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pears before the special committee of the board and makes
definite arrangements covering said tuition.
Special arrangements must be made and tuition adjusted
for work done outside of regular classes under faculty direc
tion.
Grades must he withheld from students whose college
bills are not paid in full.
Summary of Expenses
The following is an estimated summary of the necessary
expenses for the college year:
Tuition $160.00
Library Fee S'OO
Student Affairs Fee 12.00
Board and Room $228.00 to 250.00
Total $398.00 to $420.00
To this must be added the laboratory fees, as noted else
where, and the expenses for books and laundry. It will be
seen that expenses are made as light as possible, so as to
bring the advantages of the college within the reach of all.
Refund of Tuition
When a student receives honorable dismissal during a
semester on account of his own long-continued illness,
will be charged only for that part of the semester during which
he was able to be in attendance, at the rate of six per cent of
the semester's tuition for each week or part of a week from
the beginning of the semester to the time of his withdrawal.
When a student in good standing as to conduct and schol
arship voluntarily withdraws during a semester, he will oe
entitled to honorable dismissal and refund of tuition for tna
semester on the following basis: _ , x j
Refund of three-fourths of the tuition if the student w t -
draws before the beginning of the third week of t e
Refund of one-half of the tuition if the student withdraws
before the beginning of the fifth week semester.
Refund of one-fourth of the tuition if the with
draws before the beginning of the 9®^®hth week of the semester
No refund of tuition in case of voluutary withdrawal after
the beginning of the seventh week.
. No refund of library fees, student affairs or laboratory
No refund of tuition or fees in case of expulsion, suspen
sion, or dishonorable dismissal on account of misconduct or
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unsatisfactory scholarsliip, nor when the withdrawal of the
student is due to dismissal for any cause by faculty action.
Financial Aid
The college desires to encourage self-supporting students,
and many such are enrolled every year. Assistance is render
ed to students in obtaining employment in the town, and
those who desire to aid themselves in this way can generally
find the opportunity. No capable young man or young woman
possessed of good health and a determination to secure a col
lege education need fail in the attempt.
Through the generous gift of a friend of the college,
whose identity the management is not at liberty to divulge,
the income from a new gift of $25,000.00 is available for the
aid of needy and worthy students of Christian character who
least one year of work successfully inPacific College. The selection of students to receive this help
IS to be made by the college board.
Through the generous gift of Robert A. Booth of Eugene
and the gifts of students of the college, there is a Student
over $1,800 available to college students.
There is also an Alumni Loan Fund available for loans to
apply on tuition only.
Hinshaw Loan Fund of $1,000 is available to upperClass rnen. for the payment of tuition only.
Ron received a grant of $1,000.00 from the
^ Scholarship Loan Fund available to all approvedapplicants, with preference given to upper classmen.
ofnHon»« Of snv such aid will be withdrawn from
conduct is not satisfactory or who fail to
scholarship. Application for aid in any
above forms should be made to the president of the
college as early as possible. = u t
college wishes to discourage the unnecessary owner
ship and use of automobiles by students. Any student own-
aH automooile may be refused financial
assistance unless able to show that such operation is neces
sary in order that the student may attend college.
Wfith the loan funds which are available it is felt that
there should be less need than formerly for other forms of
student aid.
Scholarship and Prizes
A scholarship in the college is given each year to the
student having the higest rank of scholarship and character
graduating from Greenleaf Academy. This scholarship is
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granted on the basis of one half tuition for the freshman
year and one half for the sophomore year.
Each year the College board gives a prize of a half
year's tuition to the student of the junior class, deemed by
the faculty to be the most worthy on account of scholarship
and character. Similar prizes are offered to the sophomore
and freshman classes.
Two half scholarships, one for a young man and one for
a young woman, may be granted to members of the graduat-ini class of Newberg Union high school. This will cover one
half ihe tuition for the year. One half scholarship, providing
one half tuition for one year shall b®. half
of the graduating class of Du^ee high school.
scholarship which provides half tuition fo , Meetingsyoung person from each ct the f ^
shall be awarded: Newoerg, Salem, Portland, oreemea ,
Valley, and Tacoma.
These scholarships are awarded the college upo^.re^
ommendation of the Quarterly considered and
Every candidate in the Quarterly character and
the award made on the basis of scholarship, character
need.
Alimited number of partial j® '^£p„mstance '^war-
ed to worthy students if alumni teachers and
rant it. Recommendation ^ot more than one
administrators will receive ^ach award will be
award will be made to any one "^^j-jQasioy the proper
made by a faculty committee. application from the
authorities should be ^®PPJ^P^-®A,!?^college has arranged to
student seeking the award. Friends who have spent
grant half scholarships to qualifying r ^ _!t leust six months in C. P. S. after
tinue their college education within a
leaving camp. Extemporaneous
Each year the winner of the Old ^graved on a brass
Speaking Contest has his or her name Newberg.
plate on the front of the first pulP
The member of the Senior this graduate to
the faculty is awarded class tern Friends colleges,
a year's scholarship in one of the eastern
vfonsive system of awards toThe student body has a^.e^ college in intercol-
those who do distinctive service sweaters, blankets, etc.,
legiate contests. College letteis, P ' g athletics, puT^lic
serve as incentive and mementos of success in
speaking, etc.
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Terms of Admission
Each student desiring to enter Pacific College is request
ed to file an application on the blank form, "Application for
Admission of Oregon Higher Institutions," which may be ob
tained from any Oregon high school or from the college.
Pacific College does not require entrance examinations
but admits students on the basis of the minimum entrance re
quirements adopted by all the institutions of higher education
in Oregon, as follows:
Graduation from a standard high school, which In Oregon
Involves the completion of 16 units, eight of which shall be
required as follows: Three units in English; two units in
social science, comprising the state-adopted courses in United
States history-civics and socio-economic problems; one unit
In health and physical education; and two units selected from
the fields of natural science and mathematics or of foreign
language. Two units in either natural science or mathematics
or one unit in each of these fields will be acceptable, but a
minimum of two units In a single language will be required
if a foreign language Is selected.
_ Graduates from standard out of state high schools shall
'oe required to present substantially the above distribution of
units.
No credit toward college entrance is given for work in
Penmanship, Spelling, Physical Education, or any subject
Classified as a student activity.
addition to the above uniform minimum requirements
eacn college in the state makes its own additional require
ments, m accordance with its own course and program.
Pacific College earnestly seeks to accommodate itself to
the situation as it exists in the high school, where often the
student does not secure what is commonly called the college
preparatory course, but advises that the following be pre
sented:
English, three or four units.
History and Civics, two units.
Mathematics, two units. (Algebra and Plane Geometry).
Foreign Language, two units in one language
Physics or Chemistry with laboratory, one unit.
In ease the student is not able to offer just this distribu
tion, but has the full sixteen units of high school work of
proper quality (or twelve units from a senior high school) he
will be admitted to college, and can in most cases make up
his entrance deficiency by electing a larger part of his college
work in the department in which his entrance work is de
ficient.
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One unit of high school music will be accepted, when
other entrance requirements are met, if work is of proper
grade and properly certified in accordance with the standards
of the state department of education.
All students coming from other schools must furnish a
certificate of dismissal in good standing, both as to scholar
ship, character and health.
Advance Standing
Advance standing will be granted to students who pre
sent credentials from other colleges of acknowledged stand
ing. Such credentials should be presented upon matriculation.
The college undertakes to make a Just snd careful evalu
ation of credits presented for advanced standing from °ormai
schools, vocational schools and other institutions whose credits
cannot be accepted merely on certification.
Requirements for Graduation
It is the aim of Pacific College not to
hut to give a broad general education that will fit t
to live a life, not merely to make a living.
Divisions
The College of Liberal Arts Is divided into lower and
upper divisions.
Lower Division
The lower division subjects represent the Prepare
and are numbered one to ninety-nine inclusive. T y . j.
for advanced work and aim to give a student a
edge of the various fields of study.
Lower Division Requirements*
English Composition g
History , y,'
Health and Hygiene ^ j^j.g
Sociology 2 hrsi
Vocational Guidance g
Laboratory Science g
'^ '"cVnbedeTerredTo'TuSwwseSoVW^
Public Speaking .
Physical Education . '
Electlves IV""
* No exception except by faculty action.
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Upper Division
After the lower division requirements are met the stu
dent is eligible for upper division courses which are numbered
100 and upwards.
Not later than the beginning of the junior year, the stu
dent makes a choice of a major subject which shall be selected
from the following groups upon the advice of the professor
in the field of his choice:
Bible and Religious Education
Chemistry
History and Political Science
Biology
Mathematics
Psychology and Education
Languages
English
German
French
Spanish
Music
(Other majors can be selected as new courses are added)
The student shall complete 24 hours in his major— 12
hours of which shall be Upper Division work.
He shall also choose two minors in each of which he shall
complete 15 hours. One minor shall !be chosen from his major
group and one minor outside of his group.
Minors can be taken from any of the major groups listed
above and in addition from the following list;
Physics — Economics and Sociology — Speech
Business — Home Economics
Requirements for B. A. Degree
1. Completion of lower division requirements.
2. 6 hours additional English.
3. 40 hours of Upper Division work.
4. 24 hours in a major.
5. 15 hours in each of two minors— one minor from his
major group and one outside.
6. The student shall complete 2 years of a foreign lan
guage or G hours of Literature and 10 hours of ad
ditional Social Science.
7. The completion of 124 hours of work including 4
hours in Physical Education. A doctor's certificate
will be necessary for an excuse from Physical Edu
cation in which case 4 hours of academic work will
be substituted.
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8. A two-hour course may be taken the first semester of
the Senior year in thesis preparation, under faculty
direction, the writing of the thesis following this
seminar of preparation.
9. One year of approved Community Service,
Requirements for B. S. Degree
The requirements are the same as for the B. A. degree
except the student shall not be required to complete the 2
years of a foreign language or 6 hours of Literature and 10
hours of additional Social Science.
This degree will ibe given only to those students whose
majors are in group II.
Requirements for Th. B. Degree
1. An A. B. degree or the completion of an equivalent
amount of work. , .i. * -o -..o
2 30 hours of additional credit beyond the A. B. rQUiroment with the completion of a 24 hour major m
the Department of Religious Education. In any case
where the student has secured his A. B. ^®sre® wit
a Major in Bible or Religious Education not moie
than 15 hours of the additional 30 liours must be m
that department. Other courses to I'e
approved. At least one year must have been spent in
residence in Pacific College with a minimum of 24
3. Of^t^e'^ 30 hours prescribed 2hours may
comnleting a Religious Education project ^uimg theX and submittfng a detailed record of activities
and findings in connection therewith.
mav consist of any approved reading and supervise y
activity in Sunday School, Junior Church, ChristianEndeavor, assistant pastorate or other practical Ohri -
tian service.
Departments of Study
For the selection of the major groups the department of
study are divided ^nd Religious Ed
ucation, History and Political Science,
Biology, Latin, Ger-
man, Frenrt.^and^SpanWn^ Music-Engiiah, Muaic, Pub-
lie Speaking, and Dramatics.
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SUGGESTED CURRICULA
While considerable latitude is permitted in the choice of
electives, students should early plan their courses In such a
way as to have no difficulty in meeting the requirements for
graduation through improper distribution.
Group I
Freshman Year
First Semester Second Semester
Vocational Guidance
History
Freshman Composition
Health and Hygiene
Science
Foreign Language .
Physical Education .
Sociology .
Foreign Language .
General Psychology
•Public Speaking
Education or Electives
Physical Education
Community Service
Religious Education
History
Social Problems
Education and/or Electives
2
2
3
. 4
. 6
. 1
17
Sophomore Year
2
3
3
2
4
1
16
Junior Year
3
3
15
Senior Year
Philosophy and Ethics
Social Science
Thesis Preparation or Electives.
Education or Electives
. 3
. 3
. 2
. 7
15
3
8
4
6
1
16
2
3
3
2
.. 4
.. 1
.. 1
16
. 3
. 9
15
3
3
9
15
ml m
9E"WBEf
Wood-Mar Hall
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Group II
Freslunan Year
First Semester Second Semester
Vocational Guidance 2 -—
History 2 -
Freshman Composition 3 3
Health and Hygiene — 3
Laboratory Science ^ ^
•College Algebra 3 "T
•Trigonometry — ^
Public Speaking 2 •
Physical Education 1
17 16
Sophomore Tear
Sociology 2 ^
Foreign Language or Elective 5 - '
Science 4
General Psychology 3 ,
Physical Education 1 *
U 17
Junior Tear
History 3
Social Problems —
Upper Division in Group 5
Education or Electives °
16
. 3
. 5
. 8
16
Senior Year
Philosophy and Ethics 3 _
Thesis Preparation or Electives.... 2 g
Upper Division in Group 3 g
Education or Electives • ^
Bible f I 1
Community Service i
16 1®
•Those majoring in hlologloal
to take mathematics should start their foreign language
this is to be taken.
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Group III
Freshnian Year
First Semester Second Semester
Vocational Guidance 2 —
Freshman Composition 3 3
Foreign Language I 5 5
History 2 —
Health and Hygiene — 3
Laboratory Science 4 4
Physical Education 1 1
17 16
Sophomore Year
Sociology 2 2
Foreign Language II 3 3
General Psychology 3 3
Foreign Language I 5 5
Physical Education 1 1
Public Speaking 2 2
16 16
JnnJor Year
Foreign Language III 3 1 3
Foreign Language 11 3 3
Bible 3 3
History 3 —
Social Problems — 3
Education or Electives 4 4
16 16
Senior Year
Foreign Language III 3 3
Education and/or Elective 6 8
Community Service 1 1
Thesis Preparation or Elective .... 2 —
Philosophy and Ethics 3 3
15 15
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Group IV
Freshman Year
First Semester Second Semester
Vocational Guidance 2 ~
Freshman Composition 3 ^
History 2
Health and Hygiene — ®
Public Speaking 2
Science (Laboratory) 4
Bible ? ?
Physical Education i *
IT 16
Sophomore Year
9 .......... 2Sociology ^ 3
General Psychology ^ 3
Social Science « 3
Education or Elective ^ 3
Other English ^ ]] 1
Physical Education * 1
Community Servico ^ *
16
Junior Year
« 3
Upper Division English « - 3
Education or Elective ® | 3
Social Science ^ 3
Upper Division in Group « *] —
History 3
Social Problems - —
Senior Year
o 3
philosophy and Ethics ® " —
Thesis Preparation or Elective ^ •— 2
Education or Electives . 3
Upper iDivision in Group i!"!!!.! 3
Upper Division English *" 2
Social Science 2
Elective * —
15 15
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PROFESSIONAL AND PREPROFESSIONAL
COURSES
Pacific College is primarily a college of liberal arts, and
its chief aim is to give an adequate four-year course in arts
and science which will furnish thorough preparation for a
useful and happy life. There are unquestionable advantages
in the four-year liberal arts course before the student special
izes in graduate work, medical study, or special work in law,
engineering, theology, etc.
When a student desires, however, to complete his pro
fessional preparation in the shortest possible time, he can
choose from the Pacific College course those studies which
will most definitely fit into his professional course later. He
will be carefully advised in the selection of these courses.
Following are suggestions in the matter of the choice of
studies for those preparing for professional careers:
Teaching
Except for homemaking, more students of Pacific College
prepare for teaching than for any other occupation, and the
alumni of the college who teach or have taught, enjoy a high
reputation in this field of service. Among them are a number
of college professors and leading school administrators, as
well as many outstanding classroom teachers.
COOPERATION WITH STATE SYSTEM—Pacific is defi
nitely a four-year liberal arts college, but it is qualified to give
approximately two thirds of the work required in the three-
year curriculum for elementary teaching in Oregon and to give
four of the five years required for high school teaching. The
teacher-training program at Pacific is closely co-ordinated
with the programs at the Oregon College of Education, the
University of Oregon, and Oregon State College, and transfer
students from Pacific are admitted to the normal training
program and to the professional programs in the graduate
schools on the sanle basis as students from the state
institutions.
OPPORTUNITIE,S FOR TEACHING—Prospective teach
ers should realize that the ibest opportunities for early em
ployment are in elementary teaching, in which field there is
a considerable shortage of teachers. The best opportunities
for high school teaching are in health and physical education,
commerce, home economics, mathematics, science, agriculture,
and industrial arts. The fields of foreign language, English
and social science have been normally over-crowded, but good
teachers In those fields are always in demand. More op
portunities are now open for women, especially in social
science, as many men are now going into military service or
h
I
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defense work. Prospective teachers should further realize
that there are few full-time jobs in any one subject, and this
is especially true of health and physical education and home
economics; most positions require teaching service in two,
three, or four fields, along with e.xtra-curricular activities and
community responsibilities. English teaching usually requires
extra responsibilities for forensics, dramatics, and school pub
lications; music, especially chorus, is a frequent responsibility.
PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS—Teaching is a complex
and difficult profession involving responsibility for the phy
sical, intellictual, social, and ethical development of children
and young people, and students of average scholarship or those
lacking in strong character, good health, or stable personality
should choo.se some other vocation.
In order to be eligible for recommendation as a teacher
a grade point average of 2.5 must be obtained. The college
reserves the right to recommend for teaching only those stu
dents who meet these qualifications.
PLACEMENT SERVICE—For students who possess the
necessary personal qualifications and who complete the teach
er-training programs at Pacific, the college maintains an ac
tive nlacement service. Credentials are assembled and copies
sent to the institution to which the student transfers for the
final year of work. When this Is finished, copies of the cre
dentials are secured from the graduate or normal school at
tended and a complete set of papers is brought together at
Pacific. Copies of the complete credentials are then available
for sending to any prospective employer or to a standard
teachers 'agency. The placement office at Pacific seeks infor
mation regarding vacancies, sends cut notices to candidates,
and makes written and pei'sonal recommendations to pro
spective employers. In addition to sending out credentials,
and does all it can to help prospective teachers secure^
first positions. It also follows up the work of teachers in the
field and adds to the credentials on file significant Information
and letters of recommendation from administrators and su
pervisors. Consequently, the college is a/ble to help successful
teachers advance on the job.
GUIDANCE IN TRAINING—All prospective teachers, in
all years of college, should register their intention of becom
ing teachers with the head of the Education Department. In
terests, qualifications, certification requirements, and oppor
tunities and requirements at Pacific and other schools should
be considered in planning a college program. In this way, stu
dents are able to receive valuable guidance from the adminis
tration, from advisers, and from heads of subject departments,
as well as from the Education Department.
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Program for Elementary Teachers
Students who plan to become elementary teachers in
Oregon should follow as closely as possible the following two-
year curriculum, which has been worked out co-operatively
between officials of Pacific College and the Oregon College
of Education. Such a program leads to the Pacific College
Junior Certificate and prepares for the final year of training
at Monmouth.
Fresh^nan Year
First Semester Second Semester
Frehsman Composition 3 3
Vocational Guidance 2 —
History 2 —
Health and Hygiene -— 2
Biology 4 4
Economics 2 3
Fundamentals of Music 2
Sight Singing -— 2
Physical Education 1 1
17 16
Sophomore Year
First Semester Second Semester
Sociology 2 2
General Psychology 3 3
Educational psychology — 2
Introduction to Education 2 —
American Government 3 —
Public Speaking 2 2
Bible 8 3
•Electives — 4
Physical Education 1 1
16 17
•Students preparing for elementary teaching in Idaho,
Washington and other states should arrange their programs
at Pacific, with the help of the Educational Department, in
accordance with requirements in such states.
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Program for High School Teachers
SPECIFIC COURSES REQUIRED—Candidates for the
Oregon state high school certificate, after February 10, 1943,
must have completed the following professional courses:
1. Two semester hours each in Educational Psy
chology, Secondary Education, and Principles of Second
ary Teaching, subsequent to the sophomore year. Gen
eral Psychology must precede Educational Psychology.
2. A minimum of two semester hours in Supervised
teaching. The remainder of the required work in Super
vised Teaching and work in Special Methods should be
taken in the graduate year.
3. A total of three semester hours covering Oregon
School System and Law and History of Oregon. This is
covered at Pacific in two courses, Education 108 and
History 104, each two hours.
TOTAL HOURS IN EDUCATION—Candidates must have
completed 15 semester hours in Education, including all of
the required courses named above, but not counting Gener
Psychology and History of Oregon.)
GRADUATE WORK—The Candidate must also have Com
pleted a full year of work (30 semester hours or 45 term
hours) after meeting the requirements for his bache o
gree—which work will include 12 semester hours ( or
hours) required in Education and any specific cour
cation not fully completed at Pacific L
Teaching and Special Methods). During
the student should take subject courses to build up his major
and minor teaching norms and make as much piog
sible toward a Master's degree.
TEMPORARY REQUIREMENT — Until further notice,
graduates of pacific College may he ?®rtified wit
six semester hours in Education. It •Rpnii«?p
many more hours in Education as t toaphprts pon-
of war conditions and the shortage of Qjtali i s*onrtards of
slderable agitation is under way to reduce standards of
teaching. School men as a rule are
tion, although certain adjustments have to b
emergency, on a temporary basis.
ORDER OF COURSES—Professional courses at Paeific
for prospective high school teachers should be taken in the
following order:
Sophomore Year—General Psychology.
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Junior Year—First Semester, Educational Psycholo
gy, History of Oregon; second semester, Secondary Edu
cation, Principles of Secondary Teaching.
Senior Year—P'lrst of second semester. Supervised
Teaching, Individual Research, Oregon School System
and Law will be given in alternate years.
TEACHING NORMS—High schools of Oregon are now
selecting teachers on the basis of the following minimum re
quirements in subject matter preparation in the various high
school subjects taught, prospective teachers should so plan
their college courses as to meet at least two and if possible
three or four of the followiixg subject matter norms:
ENGLISH—A minimum of 24 semester hours, including
at least 6 semester hours in composition and rhetoric. It is
recommended that a substantial amount of work in speech
he included in this training.
LANGUAGE—The equivalent of 20 semester hours of
college preparations in each language to be taught. High
school credits evaluated in terms of college hours may be ac
cepted in meeting the minimum requirements.
SOCIAL STUDIES—A minimum of 24 semester hours,
including at least 12 semester hours in American and Euro
pean or World History and 3 semester hours each in at least
two of the following subjects: Government, economics, sociol
ogy or geography.
MATHEMATICS—A minimum of 10 semester hours of
college mathematics.
COMMERCE—Shorthand—12 semester hours. This may
include high school credits or business college courses evalu
ated in terms of college hours, or equivalent performance
standards.
Typing—4 semester hours including credits from high
school or business college evaluated in terms of college hours,
or equivalent performance standard.
Bookkeeping, Business Training, and Commercial Law—
16 semester hours in accounting and business administration.
NATURAL SCIENCE—Elementary Science—a minimum
of 16 semester hours in the natural sciences, including at
least 6 semester hours in physical science and 6 semester
hours in biological science or in combined courses of botany
and zoology.
Biology—^A minimum of 12 semester hours in biology, or
in combined courses in botany and zoology.
]
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Physics—a minimum of 8 semester hours.
Chemistry—^A minimum of 8 semester hours.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH EDUCATION—
A minimum of 8 semester hours each in physical education
and health education.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS—A minimum of 16 semester hours.
HOME ECONOMICS—A minimum of 16 semester hours.
AGRICULTURE—A minimum of 16 semester hours.
LIBRARY—See library standards In bulletin on High
School Standards.
Other Fields of Service
CHRISTIAN WORK
It is a source of gratification that many
graduates have entered full time Christian ^ -opt
larger number have rendered effective and i^^e S
time service in their respective communities. their
terested in this field we recommend that Testament
attention to such courses as Old Testament Ne _
Times, Life of Christ, Acts and Epistles. people
ligions Education, The Junior and the Church, of
and the Church. History of the Christian Church '^%Sng,Friends. Ethics, Philosophy, Homiletic^ Public
Psychology, Sociology, English and the Natural S
Asuggested course for four years, giving^
mester hours in Bible and Religious Educati ,
in Group IV, would be as follows:
Fresliman Tear
First Semester Second Semester
Vocational Guidance ^ g
Freshman Composition 3 ^
History ^ g
Health and Hygiene £
Public Speaking ^ "• ^
Laboratory Science ^ g
Old Testament ^ j
Physical Education ^ *
17 16
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Sophomore Tear
First Semester Second Semester
Sociology 2 2
General Psychology 3 3
Social Science 3 3
New Testament Times and
Life of Christ 2 2
Other English 3 3
Principles of Religious Education 2 2
Physical Education 1 1
Community Service 1 1
17 17
Junior Tear
First Semester Second Semester
Upper Division English 3 3
Acts and Epistles 3 3
Social Science ^ 3
Sociology and Social Problems ---• 3 3
Church History 3 3
Community Service 1 1
16 16
Senior Tear
First Semester Second Semester
Philosophy and Ethics 3 3
Thesis Preparation 2 —
Upper Division Social Study 3 3
Homiletics 2 2
Church Methods -— 2
History of Friends 2 —
Old Testament Literature — 2
Upper Division English 3 3
Community Service 1 1
16 16
GOVERNMENT SERVICE
The field of Government Service is constantly broaden
ing and offering increased opportunities to college men and
women.
Students deciding to graduate with the idea of entering
J
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this field are urged to select such courses as History, Political
Science, Public Speaking, Sociology, Economics, Business Ad
ministration, Psychology, Literature, Foreign languages,
Mathematics and Physics. For specialized technical fields of
service it is obvious that graduate work will have to be added
to this foundation.
SOCIAL SERVICE
There is an increasing demand for well-qualified college
students in the various branches of the '
Most positions require graduate work in the field and t
following recommendations for an undergraduate cours
based on those of the American Association of Schools of So
cial Work. A major should be chosen in
sciences, such as Economics and Sociology or History
litical Science.
Freshman Tear
First Semester Second Semester
Freshman Composition 3 _Vocational Guidance j _
History ^ 3
Health and Hygiene 4
Biology (or another science) 4 3
American History | 2
Speech ^ 1
Physical Education ^
16
SopUomore Tear
First Semester Second Semester
0 3General Psychology | 2
Sociology 3 3
Economics „ —
Political Science 3
American Government g —
History 3
Social Problems - [[ 1
physical Education . ' "J". 1
Community Service * —
16 1®
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Junior Tear
First Semester Second Semester
Accounting ; 3 3
Social Psychology — 2
The Community 3 —
The Family 2 —
History of iFriends 2 -—
The Social Service Field — 3
Electives or Bi'ble 5 7
Community Service 1 1
16 16
Senior Year
First Semester Second Semester
The World Community and/or
International Relations 3 3
Philosophy and Ethics 3 3
The American Novel -— ®
Abnormal and/or
Child Psychology 2 2
Disaster Relief 2 —
Spain and/or Latin America 3 3
Electives 2 1
Community Service 1 - 1
16 16
Other recommended courses would include a foreign lan
guage, further literature courses, European History, American
Economic History, Home Economics, Business Administration,
and Dramatics.
RECONSTRUCTION
One of the greatest problems confronting hnmanity for
several years after the conclusion of the war will he the
restoration of normal living conditions in many areas of the
world devastated by fighting. Recognizing their responsibility
in this task, the United Nations have set up their own agency
for this work of relief rehabilitation, and reconstruction—the
U. N. R. R. A. Cooperating with them will be numerous priv
ate agencies such as the Red Cross and Service Committees of
various religious groups. The demand for properly motivated
and adequately trained young people to carry on this import
ant humanitarian work may well exceed the supply. Accord-
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ingly Friends' Colleges and others have undertaken special
training programs in Relief and Reconstruction.
Pacific College offers students interested in reconstruc
tion training a general course of theory and background and
a specialized study of the areas of Spain and Latin America.
The minimum requirements for the special course follow.
Students are expected to take additional related work in the
social sciences.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIAL
RECONSTRUCTION COURSE
Special Area—Spain
Secondary—Latin America
A.—General
1.—History of Europe—6 Hra.
Introduction to Economics—6 Hrs.
Sociology—4 Hrs.
Political Science—6 Hrs.
Introduction to Psychology—6 Hra.
Health and Hygiene—3 Hrs.
2.—Spanish—16 to 22 Hrs.
3.—Intensive knowledge of Spain—History, Culture, Politics, Religion, Geography
3 Hrs.
4.—Allied Fields
Economic Geography—3 Hrs.
History of Latin America—3 Hra.
Origins of the World Whr—2 Hrs.
B.—Religion
Bible—3 Hrs.
History of Quakerism—2 Hrs.
Ethics—3 Hrs.
C.—Special Skills Available
One Summer's Field Work Requirea
Accounting—9 Hrs. .
Secretarial Training—2 Years work offered
Disaster Relief
•Motor Mechanics
•First Aid
•Carpentry and Construction
♦Agriculture
Nutrition
Social Service**
Community Service
have to be secured in summer
work. . ,•♦See page 41 for social service work
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Note; It is also possible to major in pre-medics and engineer
ing and fit these requirements in with them.
ENGINEERING
While Pacific College cannot give a technical course in
engineering it does give an excellent foundation for such
specialization. Since an engineer must deal with other people
as well as have a technical knowledge, it is important that he
have a well balanced education. Many students find it profit
able to attend Pacific College for two years and then special
ize at a school of engineering. It is also possible, if a proper
course is followed, to graduate here and then obtain a Master
of Scinece degree in engineering with two years of graduate
work.
For students wishing to spend two years here before
going to an engineering school the following curriculum is
suggested:
Freshman Year
First Semester Second Semester
Vocational Guidance 2 —
Freshman Composition 3 3
History 2 —
Health and Hygiene -— 3
College Algebra 3 —
Trigonometry — 3
General Chemistry 4 4
Public Speaking 2 2
Physical Education 1 1
17 16
Physical Education
Sophomore Year
First Semester Second Semester
, 2 2
. 3 3
. 4 4
. 5 5
. 1 1
15 15
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MEDICINE
If a student is interested in the medical profession he
will find in Pacific College all the necessary preparation for
medical schools.
The following courses are suggested:
Chemistry (general) f semester hoursChemlstrJ (organic) « semester hours
Phvqip«. • ^ 8 semester hours
„ 12 semester hours
Enenfh """• ^2 semester hours.^ giisn ggujQg g
^ '^^ he'major^^ubiects of the pre-medicai student should be
in the fields of Chemistry and Biology.
ricula for Group II) However, other subjects should belected from the fields of liberal education such as. Soc^
Psychology, Physiology, Economics, History. Mathematics, ana
further work in English.
pharmacy
Students interested in f oJ
lege an excellent two year curriculum. „rtw,T)iptpd in two
wfrk can be taken here and the course completed m two
additional years. The following course is suggested.
First Semester Second Semester
Vocational Guidance 2 ""]"!!!!!!! 3
Freshman Composition ®
History .... 3
Health and Hygiene - 4
General Chemistry * 5
German or French ® l
Physical Education ^ —
Ti
®°^~frter second semester
Sociology A ^
Organic or Analytical Chemistry - ^ 4
Biology 3 —
Physiology 2 ^
Electives 1
Physical Education ' —
16 16
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BUSINESS
For students wishing to secure training for business, the
following curriculum is suggested:
P^*eshnian Year
First Semester Second Semester
Freshman Composition 3 3
Vocational Guidance 2 —
Health and Hygiene — 3
•Typing 2 2
•Shorthand - 3 3
General Accounting 3 3
Public Speaking 2 2
Physical Education 1 1
. 16 17
•Offered only on sufficient demand.
Sophomore Year
First Semester Second Semester
General Accounting 3 -
Business Law 3 3
Business Organization — 3
Economics 3 3
General Psychology 3 3
Religious Education 3 3
Physical Education 1 1
16 18
DENTISTRY
Standard schools of dentistry very generally recommend
"the regular pre-medical course covering the first two years
of liberal arts training." This includes work in English, Chem
istry, Biology and Physics. These can all be secured at Pacific
College.
NURSES TRAINING
If a student desires work iu preparation for a nurse's
course, she can find that work offered at Pacific College.
A suggested course is given below:
k
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General Zoology 8 semester hours
Human Anatomy and Physiology 6 semester hours
Chemistry (general) 8 semester hours
Chemistry (organic) 8 semester hours
German or French 16 semester hours
En°"lish ^3 semester hours
Social Sciencri!!Z'.Z.! 6 semester hours
General Psychology 6 semester hours
LAW
There is comparatively little in the way of specified train
ing for the practice of law that can be taken previous to enter
ing law school. Recognized law schools require at least two
years of college work and nearly all recommend an arts
gree before entering law school. The
course found in Group I with participation lu fehate oratoiy^
and dramatics, is excellent background foi the P
law student.
HOJIB ECONOMICS
Through its various departments aud courses and espM
ially through its Home Economics I^®Partment, P
lege places a definite emphasis upon ^ nroeram
home economics, supplemented by a well-rou women
for cultural and spiritual development, prepare y
for one or more of the following purposes:
1. Proficiency In homemaking and wholesome
Se"teaching of Some .."'"por
Other subjects, in secondary school .
type of service there is aior orThe teaching of home economics as a ^ '
service in one of the special £elds of home ec
onomics. such as dietetics, clothing and^^^^^^
tumes, extension service, and attend
tions. For this purpose students should attend
2.
3.
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It is suggested that students interested in homemaking
take all the courses necessary for meeting the requirements
for lower division work and the junior certificate during their
first two years at Pacific and take home economics courses
as electives. Those who wish to complete their program in
two years with as many courses as possible in home economics
should elect subjects as follows: Freshman year, Foods, 1 ab;
Clothing Selection, 3ab; and Clothing Construction, 4 ab.
Sophomore years. Dietetics 2, Textiles 5, Family Relations and
Child Care 7, Home planning and Furnishing 6, and Home
Management 8. Those planning to attend Pacific College for
four years should distribute courses numbered 1 to 5 over the
first two years and take courses numbered 6 to 8 during their
junior and senior years.
AGBICULTURE
Students interested in specializing in agriculture
spend one or two years at Pacific College and completyhe
course at Oregon State College or some agricultural bc^oI
of equivalent standing. If two years are taken hei e. it may
be possible to secure a Master of Science degree in three ad-
'^'''°Tl!e?oUowing courses are suggested for those taking one
or two years of t^^eir^tra^^^^^^^ ^
Freshman Composition .... 6 semester hours
History ^ semester hours
Health and Hygiene 3 semester hours
Public Speaking 4 semester hours
Economics 6 semester hours
General Chemistry 8 semester hours
Organic Chemistry 8 semester hours
American Government 3 semester hours
Business Administration .. 3 semester hours
Physical Education 4 semester hours
Biology S semester hours
•Electives 8 to 10 semester hours
•Note: Students who desire the Junior
Certificate from Pacific College should elect
6 hours of Literature and 4 hours of Bible.
JOURNALISM
Success In journalism is based on two factors: 1. A skill
interpreting through writing events of importance and In
terest that are occurring in the world around us. 2. A com
prehensive knowledge and understanding of the political, eco-
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nomic, religious and scientific forces that are making the
modern world what it is, so that these events may be under
stood, properly selected, and accurately interpreted. Students
preparing for Journalism will find their major interest in
Groups I and IV,
LIBRARY SER\T[CE
To enter library service one year of work in a
library school with a degree in Library Science is required.
Eligrbility for admission to a Libraiy school is based upon
the following:
At least three years of college work with ^
tinctly above average from a standard ° Qf
four years of college with a Bachelor of Arts or
Science degree.
A reading knowledge of French and German an
to use the typewriter. ^ nertal
Practical experience in a library before entering a s
library course is advisable. flpnt.
Courses in public speaking are an asset to f ®b ^
Good health is essential as the work in a library sc oo
requires the full time and energy of the student.
Personality traits such as alertness, con-
promptness, patience, and ability to meet the pn
sidered necessary in library work.
As only a limited number of ^th^ose having
year in library school, preference is give
the highest qualifications. will
Therefore students desiring to enter library
find it desirable to choose courses first enter-
lic speaking, literature and social sciences
ing the college.
inilALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
In the field of Health and Physical Edueation, Pacific
College tries to do two things: uohit<3 and
1. To install in individual students health habits and
ideals necessary for their own well be 8- omiraM
,, tt-quii nnd Physical Education courses
.h,cl^.e^e^r;l1.nlfenil'nts f°o^
Education and Coaching in the State High Schools.
For those interested in teaching Physical EducaUon and
Health we suggest the following courses:
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Fi-eshiiian Year
First Semester Second Semester
Vocational Guidance 2 —
Freshman Composition 3 3
Biology 4 4
•General Chemistry 4 4
Health and Hygiene -— 3
Public Speaking 2 2
Physical Education 1 1
16 17
Sophomore Yem?
Sociology 2 2
Psychology 3 3
Economics 3 3
Coaching 1 ^
Electives 5 5
Physical Education 1 1
History 2 —
17 15
Students expecting to teach in this field must enroll for
two additional years of Physical Education.
SCIENTIFrC RESEARCH
The field of scientific research is yearly attracting more
and more men and women. Most of our advances in the fields
of alleviation of human suffering, transportation, communi
cation and conveniences are based on scientific research. Of
course the actual research cannot /be undertaken until an ade
quate foundation is built up. The -actual research is there
fore left to the graduate schools, to which numerous fellow
ships and scholarships are available to those who make out
standing showings in their undergraduate work. Our stu
dents have been very successful in securing these opportuni
ties to continue their studies. A course for science Majors will
be found under suggested curriculum for Group II.
•Don Dodd, >a research chemist, has opened a small manu
facturing laboratory in connection with the College laboratory.
Epinephrine is being made now and it is expected that other
products will be produced as time and research offer oppor
tunity. Chemistry students will work along with this proj
ect, and this association should prove invaluable to the stu
dent in connecting theory with practice.
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THE DEPARTMENTS
The college maintains the following departments of
instruction:
r—.philosophy and Religious Education.
II—Psychology and Education.
Ill ^History and Political Science.
IV—Economics and Sociology.
V—English and Literature.
VI—German and French.
VII—Spanish.
VIII Mathematics and Physics.
IX—Chemistry.
X—Biology.
XI—Music.
XII—Business.
XIII—Home Economics.
in addition to theae thirteen ®®^?ion!TamaScs!
also given in Public Speaking, Physical Education, u
etc. „ listed under the follow-
Functional Education courses are listen
ing number: pvoerience, 2 hours each
99ab. Laboratory vocational expenou ,
semester.
Description of Courses
. . 11 „ nffpra a wide choice of courses.Note: Pacific College o ^ year. A schedule
Not all of these courses are _g(,uirements for graduation
of rotation is issued so that eiven at any time if there
are assured but any course may oe s
is sufficient demand.
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I. PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
PROFESSOR CAREY
SIR. HARMON
PROFESSOR HOSKINS
Philosophy and Ethics
lOlab. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY AND ETH
ICS—This course is intended to <aid the student in the inte
gration of his own thought life and the clarification of his
ethical ideals, both as to personal and social duties. First
semester, historical study of the major philosophical think
ers; second semester, analy.=is of the more important schools
of ethical thought with a consideration of the prime values
in modern life. No prerequisites. Three hours each semester.
Religious Education
1 ab. —OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY—A study of the
text of the Old Testament historical books, Genesis to Esther,
inclusive, with an examination of the his^tory of related na
tions, and the findings of archeology. Lectures, recitations
and required readings throughout the year. Three hours
each semester.
2 a. NEW TESTAMENT TIMES—A Study Of the history
of Palestine from the close of the Old Testament period to
the fall of Jerusalem, with special reference to the rise of the
Maccabees and the first century of the Christian era. First
semester, two hours. (Not offered in 1945-46),
2 b. LIFE OF CHRIST—A study of the life and teach
ings of Jesus, with lectures and supplementary readings. Sec
ond semester, two hours.
3. PRINCIPLES OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION—A bas
ic course covering the nature, aims and agencies of the teach
ing work of the church. First and second semester, two hours
each semester.
6. TEACHING RELIGION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
—A study of the child and the public school and how religion
can be taught in the public schools. This course is provided
for those who wish to teach religious education in the public
schools. First semester, two hours. (Prerequisite—Course 3.)
7. THE VACATION CHURCH SCHOOL METHODS—
A brief survey of the history, function and administration of
the vacation church school including a daily program for each
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department. Second semester, two hours. Prerequisite,
course 3.
8 ab. NEW TESTAMENT GREEK—A beginners course
in Greek of the New Testament. Throughout the year, five
hours each semester. (No credit for first semester unless sec
ond semester is taken). To be given by arrangement.
9 ab. NEW TESTAMENT GREEK—Reading of the New
Testament in Greek together with advanced studies in gram
mar. Throughout the year, three hours each semester. (Pre
requisite 8 ab.)
10. RECREATIONAL LEADERSHIP.
(a) Students are trained in recreational activities
to enable them to interest and to command groups of boys
and girls. A survey of character building, programs
relation to the church and the use in winning
girls to Christ. Part of this training is given
cipation in boys and girls camps and clubs. Fir
2 hours.
(b) Instruction in woodcraft, campcraft first
aid. The training by the college in practical experinece m
leadership is an important phase of this course, be
master, two hours.
11. JOHN—The gospel of John is studied with special
attention to authorship, purpose and development of arg
First semester, 2 hours.
101 ab. ACTS AND EPISTLES—A
tolic church, the spread of Christianity during t ..
tian century, and the New Testament writ S
the gospels.
(a) The early history of the
history of Paul, up to his journey to palatians and
logical order the study of I and II Corinthians Galatians, ana
I and II Thessolonians. First semester, three nouis.
...
Second semester, three hours.
102 ab. HISTORY OF THE
brief review of the history century to
progress of Christianity from the first
the nresent with special emphasis on the reformation, tne
rise of the'society of Friends, and
ments. Open to Seniors and Juniors, and other mature stu
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dents by special permission. Text:' Walker's History of the
Christian Church.
(a) Church history up to the time of the reforma
tion. First semester, three hours.
(b) From the reformation to the present time-
Second semester, three hours.
103. HISTORY OF FRIENDS—Some introductory study
will be made in the subject of mysticism and of the his
torical, economic, social, and religious background of the early
Quakers. The life of George Fox and his associates will be
studied and the development of the Society of Friends, its his
tory being traced up to the present time. First semester, two
hours.
104 ab. —HOMILETICS.
(a) PRACTICAL HOMILETICS—A series of stu
dies in the structure and preparation of sermons and other
Christian addresses. First semester, two hours.
(b) PRACTICE PREACHING—Students are given
a number of opportunities to preach before their fellow stu
dents and members of the faculty. Suggestions are offered
for the improvement of outlines and sermon material, as well
as for the correction of mannerisms and defects of delivery.
Second semester, two hours.
105 a. MINOR PHOPHETS—A careful reading and
examination of each of the twelve minor prophets with at
tention to the man, the times, and the message. First semes
ter, two hours.
b MAJOR PROPHETS—One or more of the major
prophets will be studied in detail in relation to historical
background, organization and content. An attempt will foe
made to discover the immediate and remote applications of
the messages of the prophets. Second semester, two hours.
106. OLD TESTAMENT LITERATURE—A Study of the
literature of the Old Testament with special attention to the
poetic and prophetic types. Lectures, recitations and require-
ed readings. Second semester, two hours.
109. PASTORAL PSYCHOLOGY—A study of the psy
chological basis for the different phases of pastoral work, as
church administration, (pe/l'sonal and community contacts,
preaching, visitation and counseling. Second semester, two
hours.
.it..
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110. THEOLOGY—An introductory study of Theism
followed by that of the v/ider field of Christian Theology,
with attention given to Discipline of the Friends Church and
Barclay's Apology. Three hours each semester.
Ill ab. THE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION
OP RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
(a) A brief survey of the history of religious edu
cation. A study of the organization of religious education in
the local church, Sunday school, Christian endeavor, dally
vacation Bible school. First semester, two hours.(b) A study of the administration and supervision
of religious education in the local church. Second semester,
two hours.
II. ORIENTATION, PSYCHOLOGY AND
EDUCATION
PROFESSOR 5IOORE
1. VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE—A
students during their first semester in college. S
introduced to the history, traditions, culture, ^ j
of the college: to its rules and regulations, its ac
its various departments and offerings. Adjustment p
of how to study effectively, to meet financial and other obi
gations, to fit into the college scholastic, physica ,
spiritual life, and to choose and wisely prepare of
are considered. Special attention is given J-
individuals. Departments heads; advisers, ° semes-
do so, are asked to help in meeting these need .
ter, two hours.
2 a. b. GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY—An introduction to
the science of psychology with special empha '
ficient background is secured, on the 9 ^ nrienta-
of psychology to everyday life. Units covered i j^ation,
tion. the physical mechanism, motivation , exoerimen-
effective adaptation, and personality. study and
tation is done, and each student does one major ^Judy and
two minor studies of topics of-special mte aonhomoresfee Of $1.26 is charged ma'e^ ho«re°ach
and upperclassmen. Throughout the ys .
semester.
3 INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION—This courseserves a STesTd purpose; first as ^f
helD students iudge their adaptability for teaching, second,L basic courfe in education for
teachers; and third, to any student, as an introduction to the
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American school system as a major institution. First semes
ter, two hours. I
101. EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY—A study of the
applications of psychology to teaching and learning. Such
topics as physical and social development, heredity and en-
viionment, intelligence and its measurement, memory, transfer
of training, adapting instruction to individual differences, and
measuring the results of teaching are considered, prerequisite:
General Psychology 2ab. Second semester, two hours.
102. , SECONDARY EDUCATION—A study of the aims,
functions, and characteristics of the secondary school. Each
student is expected to give special attention to one of the
major aims of secondary education, through reference study,
conference and interviews, and observations in local high
schools, and to share his findings as to how the secondary
schools are trying to accomplish this purpose. Prerequisite:
General Psychology 2ab. First semester, two hours.
103. PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY TEACHING-—A
study of the general methods of high school teaching. Topics
covered include various pre-instructional problems, procedures
involved in the unit idea, radio and visual aids, the use of
tests, and extra-instructional and professional activities. Each
student evaluates workbooks, prepares lesson plans, and or
ganizes a complete unit in a subject he expects to teach. A
fee of ?1.00 is charged for materials. Prerequisites: General
Psychology 2ab and Educational Psychology 101. Secondary
Education 102 should precede this course or be taken simul
taneously. Second semester, two hours. (Offered both se
mesters, 1944-45.)
104 SUPERVISED TEACHING—Experience in teach
ing a high school class under the careful supervision of the
regular teacher, the administrators of the school, and the
college instructor. Regular class discussions and conferences
are held to deal with teaching problems which arise. Approxi
mately fifteen observations should precede instruction, and
other observations should be made as the student progresses;
thirty or more periods should be used in actual teaching.
Credit is two or three hours, depending upon observations,
periods taught, and evidence of development. Either semes
ter, as can best be arranged. Prerequisites: General Psychol
ogy, 2ab, Educational Psychology 101, Secondary Education
102, Principles of Secondary Teaching 103, and approval of the
faculty.
108. OREGON SCHOOL SYSTEM AND LAW—An an
alysis of the Oregon school system and of the laws on which
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the system is based. Attention is given to problems of Oregon
schools, plans proposed for their solution, the course of study,
and trends of educational development in the state. Compari
sons made with Washington, Idaho and other states in which
students are especially interested. Prerequisite: Secondary
Education 102. Second semester, two hours.
109. SEMINAR IN EDUCATION—Reading, conference,
individual projects and group discussion in one or more of
various educational subjects, including the following; Child
Psychology, Adolescent Psychology, Social
and Measurements, High School Curriculuim
tivities. Administration Problems, Mental Hygiene, Couny^^
ing and Guidance, History of Education,
ealion. and Current Educational Problems One or more hoursin each subject studied, to be arranged. Open to juni^
seniors of proven ability who
2ab and Educational Psychology 101- First semester.
110. INDIVIDUAL research—The iuvestigation M
an approved problem of interest to the back-
iors and seniors of approved ability and scholastic back
ground. One or more hours, to 'he arranged.
111. MENTAL HYGIENE—A Study of habits, atti
tudes, and proper functioning o? ^he
factois and conditions which make foi me
III. HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
PROFESSOR HOSiaNS
PROFESSOR MACY
Histpry
1. ORIGINS OF WORLD WAR ®w°th^an em-
gins and background of the Lectures, discussions,phasis on post-war problems and Pja°s. ^
and text reading. Recommended for all
master, two hours. ..., .,v-rcm/->T3-u-
2ab. MEDIEVAL AND t'he Teutonic
eacb seuteetet.
3ab. AMERICAN ful/pSVe!
the American colonies and establishment of the Federal
•the on of the union the estam ^Reconstruction.
government, the history oi tne nation
and the later economic and political life of t
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(a) American History through the Civil War. First
semester, three hours.
(b) American History since the Civil War. Second se
mester, three hours.
4. THE ANCIENT WORLD—A survey of the Ancient
Near East, from historic beginnings to the decline of the
Roman Empire, with emphasis on the correlation of Biblical
and political times. Second semester, two hours.
101. ASIATIC HISTORY—-A history of the Asiatic coun
tries which border on the Pacific Ocean, with special reference
to their relations with western nations. Second semester,
three hours.
102. HISTORY OF SPAIN—A survey of the rise, unifi
cation, and expansion of the Kingdom of Spain. Modern de
velopments with special emphasis on recent and contempor
ary conditions, both economic and social, and also cultural.
Open to underclassmen by special permission. No prerequisites.
Three hours, first semester.
103. HISTORY OP LATIN AMERICA—A study of the
colonial history of Hispanic America with special emphasis on
economic and social conditions, followed by a brief discussion
of the movements for independence and a survey of the na
tional histories of the more important countries. Present
political, economic and social problems will be discussed and
some consideration given to Inter-American relations. Open to
under-classmen by special permission. Second semester, three
hours (a fourth hour may be earned by making a special re
port).
104. HISTORY OF OREGON—A study of the explora
tion, settlement and development of the Pacific Northwest,
with special reference to Oregon. First semester, two hours.
Political Science
1. AMERICAN GOVERNMENT—A comprehensive study
of the theory and practice of the government of the United
States—federal, state and local. Should be preceded by His
tory courses 3a and 3b. First semester, three hours.
2. POLITICAL SCIENCE—A study of the origin, nature
and forms of the state, followed by a comparative study of
the leading states in Europe. Book reports and thesis. Pre
requisite, History course la and lb. Text, Garner. First
semester, three hours.
'
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102, INTERNATIONAL REIATIONS—^A study of In
ternational relationships and problems from the historical,
sociological, economic, moral, political, and legal standpoint.
Class conducted as seminar. Second semester, three hours.
IV. ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY
PROFESSOR MACY
Economics
la. ECONOMIC HISTORY OF EUROPE—This course
begins with the study of Roman economic life and traces the
economic history of Western Europe to modern times. Spe
cial emphasis is put on the study of the Industrial Revolution
and its effects upon Western Europe. First semester two
hours.
lb. ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES
—A continuation of course la. The development of American
industrial life with special emphasis on the Westward move
ment and the rise of current social and economic problems.
2ab. ECONOMICS—An introduction to the principles of
economics with attention to leading economic problems. Course
runs throughout the year. Three hours each semester.
3. ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY—The world pattelrn of
natural resources, extractive industries, manufacturing, and
trade, with the effects of these on mankind. Second semester,
two hours.
Sociology
lab. SOCIOLOGY—A course intended as an introduction
to the scientific study of society. Its purpose is (1) to study
the social forces and social processes whereby present social
life is involved, and (2) to describe modern social organiza
tion and the interaction between it and man. Required for
graduation, two hours throughout the year.
2. SOCIAL PROBLEMS—A course dealing with such
problems as poverty, crime, Immigration, race, the problems
of family life, etc. Special emphasis will be put on society s
resources for solving its problems, and methods of pieventing
social failures. Second semester, three hours.
102. THE FAMILY—The origins and functions of the
family. A serious and frank study of the problems of the
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modern home, marriage and domestic adjustment. First se
mester, two hours.
104. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY—A course intended to ac
quaint the student with the social aspects of the individual,
the methods of stimulation and response, and the behavior
mechanisms involved in group activity. Open to Juniors and
Seniors. Supplementary readings. Second semester, two hours.
105. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION—Principles and
methods of organizing different phases of community life, and
the community as a whole, together with practice in actual
community planning. First semester, three hours.
V. ENGLISH AND LITERATURE
PROFESSOR LE\nS
PROFESSOR MOORE
lab. FRESHMAN COMPOSITION — Required of all
Freshmen. Throughout the year, three hours.
3ab. THE HISTORY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE—
The class will study American writers of all the periods of
the nation's history. Especial attention is given to social and
religious problems in literature. Throughout the year, three
hours each semester.
4ab. THE HISTORY OF ENGLISH LITERATURE—
The purpose will be to survey the whole field of English Lit
erature, with special emphasis upon the characteristics of the
different periods and the literary types which were supreme
in them. The work will consist of lectures, extensive read
ings and frequent tests. Not open to Freshmen. Through
out the year, three hours each semester.
Sab. WORLD LITERATURE—The purpose of this
course is to give the student an appreciation of the best in
literature: both past and present of the various coun
tries of the world, to enable them to see that although the
writing of each country expresses the thoughts and feelings
of its own race, the literatures are closely interrelated. The
work will consist of lectures, extensive readings, and frequent
tests. Throughout the year, three hours each semester.
9ab. ELEMENTARY JOURNALISM—This course aims
to give a fundamental knowledge of writing news stories,
editorials, features, etc., with much practice in writing these
forms. It also deals with the writing of headlines, reading of
..,1
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I>rDof, correcting copy, newspaper make-up, organization and
ethics. Prerequisites, English lab. Throughout the year, two
hours each semester.
lOab. VOCABULARY BUILDING—The aim of this
course is the enrichment of the vocabulary of the student.
Much practice is given in the pronunciation and spelling of
difficult words, in using words whose meanings are often
fused, in analyzing words as a method of ascertaining their
meanings, in building words from roots, prefixes and suffixes,
and in finding the exact word to express the idea. Some
attention is given to the history of interesting words. Secon
semester, two hours.
101. THE ENGLISH ROMANTIC MOVEMENT The
class will study the traits and tendencies of tpe Romantic
Movement in English prose and poetry from their beginninga
in the eighteenth century to their culmination In the maj
nineteenth century authors. The bearings upon
movement in Germany and France will be observed, rre
quisites, course 4ab, or the equivalent. Second semester, e
hours.
102. TENNYSON AND BROWNING—A thorough study
of the works of each poet will be made, together wi
of the criticisms of these works by our best
son and Browning will be studied with a view t relation
them, and for the purpose of seeing each man
to the problems of the Victorian age. Fiist semeste .
hours.
103. MILTON, BUNYAN AND DRYDEN—In cou^^se
the writing of these men will be studied Puritan and
ence to political and social conditions during .j_Restoration periods. The most important subject will be Mii
ton's Paradise Lost. First semester, two hours.
lOSab. TWENTIETH CENTURY curreS
of the leading works of leading poems
tendencies in verse. The course includes the leaning
of Kipling, Masefleld, Noyes, Brooks, S J and'others,Lindsay. Gibson. Giovannetti, Masters, Amy Lowell and oth
Throughout the year, three hours each semester.
ms.h quATCESPEARE—An effort will be made to un-derstand ?he a^ttor and the penod. ?Cough'study^fthe
fea^ings required. Throughout the year, three hours each
semester.
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109. THE ENGLISH NOVEL—The class will study the
historical development of the novel in English literature, and
make a study of such authors as Austin, Scott, Hawthorne,
Cooper, Dickens, Thackery, Eliot and Meredith. First semes
ter, three hours.
110. CONTEMPORARY DRAMA—A study of contem
porary drama of America, England and the continent, with
some attention to dramatic technique. Second semester, three
hours.
111. VICTORIAN POETS—A study of the leading Vic
torian poets exclusive of Tennyson and Browning. Second se
mester, three hours.
112. THE AMERICAN NOVEL—A study of the leading
American novels from James Fenimore Cooper to the present
time. Especial attention will ibe given to the authors who
have portrayed American life and presented American ideals.
Second semester, three hours.
115. CREATIVE WRITING—An advanced course in
the writing of English. Prerequisite, lab. Throughout the
year, two hours each semester.
VI. GERMAN AND FRENCH
PROPESSOR SUTTON
• PROC ESSOR LEWIS
German
GERMAN 1 ah—A thorough grammatical foundation with
careful drill in pronunciation is given. Conversation is based
on reading. Standard elementary texts will be read as the
class advances. Throughout the year, five hours. (No credit
for first semester unless second semester is taken.)
GERMAN 2ab.—Review of grammatical principles with
drill on verbs and Idioms, conversation, composition and read
ing of the standard intermediate texts. Carrigan & Holzwarth:
German Composition. Schiller, Tell, and other standard inter
mediate texts. Throughout the year,^ three hours. Prerequis
ite, German lah or equivalent. '
GERMAN 10 lab.—Independent reading to meet the needs
of the individual student. Prerequisite, German lab and Ger
man 2ab or equivalent. Two or three hours each semester.
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GERMAN 102ab.—History of German Literature. A sur
vey of German literature from the Middle Ages to the Twen
tieth century. Theme, extensive collateral readings and lec
tures in German. Prerequisite, satisfactory completion of
German lab and 2ab, or the equivalent. Throughout the year,
three hours each semester.
French
FRENCH lab.—A thorough study of grammar with spe
cial drill on pronunciation is given. Conversation and compo
sition are based on the reading. Standard elementary texts
•will be used as the class progresses. Throughout the year,
five hours. (No credit for first semester unless second semes
ter is taken.)
FRENCH 2ab.—Review of elementary grammatical prin
ciples with more advanced study of verbs and
position and conversation. Standard Intemedia • .
read as rapidly as possible. Prerequisite, French lao or the
equivalent. Throughout year, three hours each semestei.
VII. SPANISH
PROFESSOR KNIGHT
lab. FIRST YEAR SPANISH—The essenhals
grammar, with easy reading, "/i.ead during the sec-
is practicable. Easy Spanish classics j^ours. (No credit
end semester. Throughout t^e year, five nour v
for first semester unless second seme
2ab. SECOND ^ rlZlflJ
rapid review of Spanish of Spanish classics:
composition. Second las ninas, etc. Through-
El Sombrero de tres picos; El bi ae
out the year, three hours each semescei.
odamtc?tt lJTERATURE — Selections101. MODERN SPANISH
will be read from the g Qoldos, Valera, Bena-
20th centuries three hours,
vente, Belasco, Ibanez. First
•DTTAmVrf- rOMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION102. ^rill in the use of the language based
—A practice ^ selections as: La hermana San Sulpicio,
Imanca, Esprcnceda. Second semester, three hours.
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103ab. SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERATURE—A gen
eral study of the history of Spanish literature. Special atten
tion will be given the most important writers of each period.
Outside reading. Reports In Spanish. Throughout the year,
three hours each semester.
VIII. MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
PROFESSOR WEESNER
Mathematics
la. COLLEGE ALGEBRA—A brief review of the funda
mental principles of Algebra, such as factoring surds and
imaginaries, quadratic equations and proportion. A further
study of the binomial theorem, progressions, permutations,
combinations, theory of equations, determinations and loga
rithms. Text, Hawkes Advanced Algebra. First semester,
three hours.
lb. PLANE TRIGONOMETRY — The Trigonometric
functions of an angle, and the equations expressing their re
lations. The application of trigonometric principles to the
solution of the triangle. Text, Granville's Trigonometry. Sec
ond semester, three hours.
2a. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY—A study of the proper
ties of curves by the algebraic methods. This course includes a
study of the straight line, circles and conies. Text, New Ana
lytic Geometry, Smith, Gale & Neeley. Prerequisites, courses
la and lb. First semester, three hours. (No credit for course
2a unless 2b is taken).
2b. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY—^A further study of the
conies, the general equation of the second degree, and an in
troduction to Solid Analytic Geometry. Prerequisites, courses
la, lb and 2a. Text, New Analytic Geometry, Smith, Gale &
Neely. Second semester, three hours.
7. SURVEYING—A course in Surveying will ibe offered
if there is sufficient demand for it.
101a. CALCULUS—The principles of differentiation
and their application to problems. Prerequisites, courses la,
lb, 2a, 2b. Text, Granville, Smith & Longley. First semester,
four hours.
101b. CALCULUS—The principles of integration and
their application to problems. Text, Granville, Smith & Long-
»L.i
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ley. Prerequisites, courses la, lb, 2a, 2b and 101a. Second
semester, four hours.
110. HIGHER MATHEMATICS—A course in Differ
ential Equations, or some other branch of higher mathe
matics will be given upon sufficient demand. Subject and
hours will be arranged by instructor with those who wish to
take the course.
Physics
la. MECHANICS AND HEAT—Readings, 'ures and
laboratory work. Prerequisite. Trigonometry.
General Physics. First semester, four hours. Variable credit.
lb. SOUND. LIGHT AND ELECTRICITY AND MA^
NETISM—Readings, lectures and laboratory work,
semester, four hours.
101. ELECTRICITY—A course covering the
tal principles of electricity and electrical machines. Three
hours.
IX. CHEMISTRY
PROFESSOR SKENE
Students majoring in chemistry ®f®"p^jg™e°pbySc '^^ For
matics, and have at least one yeai a read-
those who intend to make jg recommended,
ing knowledge of French or German is n g y
lab. GENERAL CHEMISTRY—A The
of chemical Phenomena, principles and g^^ ^
course is intended for "lose studen^ advancedbackground in general /^nd two laboratory per-
work in chemistry. Two "a/?our^^^^^ (No credit
iods per week. Throughout the ^ jg taken.)
for first semester unless second
.aivtatvcstr Prerequisites, courses2a. qualitative AN reaction and
la and lb and ^_tal and acid ions and analysis
detection of the lectures on the underlying prin-
of unknown ug^titive consideration of equilibrium
ciples of analysis and ^ two laboratory periods per
relations. Two 1®= (Given alternate years with
week. First semester, four nours. v"
Organic Chemistry.)
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2b. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS—Prerequisite, courses
la, lb and 2a. and Mathematics la and lb. The aim of this
course is to familiarize the student with the important meth
ods of the quantitative determination of the elements by both
gravimetric and volumetric methods. Special attention is given
to theory and general principles as essentials for accurate
laboratory work. Second semester, four hours. (Given alter
nate years with Organic Chemistry.)
lOlab. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY—Prerequisites, la and
lb. A study of the principal classes of organic compounds,
aliphatic and aromatic, with emphasis upon class reactions
and structural theory. The laboratory work consists of the
preparation of typical organic compounds and a study of their
properties. Three recitations and two laboratories per week.
Throughout the year, four hours. (Given alternate years with
analysis.)
102ab. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY—Prerequisites, Physics
la and lb. Chemistry la, lb, 2a and 2b, and Mathematics
la, lb, 2a and 2b and preceded or accompanied by Mathe
matics 101a. An introductory course in theoretical and physical
chemistry covering especially those portions of physical chem
istry that apply to general chemistry. Three recitations per
week. Throughout the year, three hours.
103. ORGANIC PREPARATIONS—Prerequisites, Chem
istry 101a and 101b. Study of the more important syntheses,
such as Grignard, Friedel-Craft, Perkins, and Williamson.
Time and credit to be arranged.
PHYSICAL SCIENCE, lab—A course which is especially
designed for the non-technical student who desires a back
ground in science rather than a specialized course in one
particular branch of the field. The subject matter is broad,
being drawn from the fields of Chemistry, physics, and
geology. The purpose of the course is two-fold, one aim
being the introduction to the scientific method of problem
study, and the other, a selection of subject matter which is
practical for the non-technical student. Four hours through
the year. Three lecture periods and one laboratory period per
week.
105ab. SPECIAL PROBLEMS—^Work will be given
either in theoretical or industrial problems as demand justi
fies. Hours to be arranged.
BIOLOGY
X. BIOLOGY
PROFESSOR SUTTON
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la. BIOLOGY—A general introduction to the science
of biology. The work of the first, semester will include a study
of the invertebrate forms of animal life. Two recitations and
two laboratory periods per week. First semester, four hours.
lb. BIOLOGY—The work of this semester will deal
with the study of plants. Special emphasis will be put on
microscopic and non-flowering plants. Second semes ,
hours.
2a. ELEMENTARY HUMAN
of the principles of human physiology. Two
demonstration-quiz period. First semester, thr
2b. HEALTH AND HYGIENE—The general principle
of health and hygiene as applied to pommun-
protection of the health of the individual *v,rpp hours,
ity. Required of all Freshmen. Second semester,
3. VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY—The ^fft^brate ^group_
will be the basis for the work of this ^emeste . . .
tions and two laboratory periods. Prerequisi ,
First semester, four hours.
102. COMPARATIVE ANATOMY-A comparative study
Of the vertebrate group. Prerequisites, Biology
ology 3. Second semester, four hours.
103. ADVANCED BOTANY—Special emph^i^Jn
course will be placed on ggmester, two hours,
be classified and herbaria made. Second
104. CHICK EMBRYOLOGY-A study 0l tie develop-
ment of the chick. One lecture and two laooiu
First semester, three hours.
105. SPEOIAB
either advanced Botany or ZoolOoy
Hours to be arranged.
6S HOME ECONOMICS
Home Economics
SIRS. MORSE
lab. FOODS—A study of securing and maintaining a
good state of nutrition; the preparation and use of common
foods: planning, preparing, and serving meals; marketing:
preservation of food for future use. One recitation and two
laboratory periods. Throughout the year, three hours each
semester.
2. DIETETICS—A study of the nutritive value of foods
and their application in selecting a proper diet for health.
Emphasis is on present day problems in nutrition. First se
mester, two hours.
Sab. CLOTHING SELECTION—A study of the selec
tion of clothing from the standpoint of design, textile material,
and color in relation to physical type both for home-made and
ready-made clothing. Attention is given to the development
of grace, charm, and poise and the use of clothes in making
the most of one's personality. Throughout the year, one hour
each semester .
4ab. CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION—Practice and use of
sewing machine and its attachments, making of fundamental
stitches, use and fitting of pattern, repair and remodeling of
garments, and basic construction of artistic clothing. Two
laboratory periods. Throughout the year, two hours each se
mester.
5. TEXTILES—A study of textiles and their relation
to working out household and clothing problems. First se
mester, two hours.
6. HOME PLANNING AND FURNISHING—Principles
involved in the planning and furnishing of a home. Emphasis
is placed on practical homemaking for the moderate type of
home. Second semester, two hours.
7. FAMILY RELATIONS AND CHILD CARE—A study
of the problems and adjustments of family life and the child's
relation and needs within the family. Emphasis is on actual
family life problems. First semester, three hours.
8. HOME MANAGEMENT—A study of economic prin
ciples which effect the welfare of the family, including fam
ily and group relationships. Second semester, two hours.
BUSINESS COURSES
Business Courses
rROFESSOR WEESNEB
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lab. SHORTHAND—Theory of shorthand; .^letter dic
tation and transcription; filing and office practice. Typing Is
a prerequisite or must be taken concurrently. Four recita
tions. Three hours each semester. Not given 1945-46.
lab. TYPING —Touch typing, accent on accuracy;
rhythm drills; development of speed; business letters and
forms. Four laboratory periods. Two hours each semester.
Not given in 1945-46.
2ab. ADVANCED TYPING—Intensive development of
speed; business letters and legal forms; tabulating; stencil
cutting; office projects. Prerequisite: Typing lab. Four lab
oratory periods. Two hours each semester. Not given 1945-4b.
3. GENERAL ACCOUNTING—Single Proprietorships,
partnerships, and Corporations, including ledgers, journals,
reports, budgets, and the accounting methods for various
kinds of business transactions. Three hours per semester.
Three semesters.
4. BUSINESS LAW—Courts, Contracts, Agency, Em
ployer, Employees, Negotiable instruments, Surety, Insurance,
Bailments, Common Carrier, Partnership, Corporation, Prop
erty, Deeds, Mortgages, Torts, Business Crimes, Bankruptcy,
etc. Three hours per semester. Two semesters.
5. BUSINESS ORGANIZATION—Single Proprietorships.
Partnerships, Corporations, and such other topics as •
Pools, Holding Companies, Trade Associations, Co-operatives
and control and regulation'of each. Three hours, s
mester.
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XI. MUSIC
PROFESSOR CLARK
PROFESSOR XYE
am. THOKNBURG
MRS. STONE
The Department of aiusic at Pacific College endeavors to
include in its curriculum those courses in applied and theoreti
cal music which are necessary to a well-rounded music educa
tion. It is organized to meet the needs of several groups of stu
dents. Because Pacific is a Christian college, special emphasis
is given to the development of that type of music which will
serve the needs of the church, pastors, evangelists, gospel sing
ers, choir directors, church organists, and pianists. Attention is
given to the training of teachers who wish to major in music as
a teaching field in elementary or high schools. The student
interested in concert work or in music as a cultural attain
ment will find a thorough training in his chosen field at Pa
cific College.
Equipment
Because of the proximity and the commuting facilities
to Portland, Pacific College students are able to take advan
tage of the many opportunities to see and hear the world's
greatest artists who appear in concert every season.
The Department of Music is equipped with a grand piano
for recital purposes, and several practice pianos are available to
applied music students. The Newberg Friends church has a
two-mauual Everett Orgatron which is availa'ole to students
for lessons and practice. The Music library is equipped with
more than 250 symphonic recordings, multiple copies of a
large number of choral works, aud a large variety of or
chestral, band and ensemble literature. Substantial additions
to the music equipment are constantly being made.
Several band and orchestra instruments are owned by the
Music department and are available to students for organiza
tional use.
MUSIC ORGANIZATIONS
COLLEGE CHORUS—A mixed chorus is organized for
the study and performance of the great oratorios and cantatas.
Requirements for membership are a singing voice and regu
larity in attendance. It meets twice each week, with public
presentations at the Christmas and Lenten seasons. One hour
each semester.
Pacific College A Capella Choir
Pacific College Male Quartet
.yf..-
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A CAPPELL.A CHOIR—The personnel of the A Cappella
choir is selected on the basis of vocal ability and character.
It is designed to be a small mobile choral group for concert
work, and several tours are made each year besides numerous
appearances in the city of Newberg. The choir meets twice
each week. One hour each semester.
ORCHESTRA—Membership in the orchestra is open to
any student who displays ample proficiency on his instru
ment subject to the needs of instrumentation. The orchestra
meets once each week for the study of classic literature and
a public concert is given each year. One-half hour each se
mester.
INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE— The Music Depart
ment seeks to maintain both a string quartet and a brass
quartet when proficient players are available. They are en
couraged to meet regularly for the study of ensemble litera
ture and are in frequent demand for program music.
VOCAL ENSEMBLE— The organization of ma-le quar
tets, ladies quartets, and trios for program and gospel team
work is a major emphasis of the Music Department. Under the
auspices of the Student Christian Union these groups have been
in great demand for week-end evangelistic meetings and have
performed a real service both to the church and the college.
Credit is given for quartet or trio work when regular practice
is maintained and the quality of work done meets the approval
of the music faculty.
band—A pep band for functioning at college meetings,
pep rallies, and athletic contests is maintained when there
sufficient Interest.
CURRICULA—Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of
Arts with a major in Music must choose one of the following
three phases of music in which to place their emphasis.
1. APPLIED MUSIC—An upper division recital
must be presented in voice or upon the instrument of the stu
dent's choice.
2. COMPOSITION — An acceptable composition
must be presented for public rendition by choral, ore es ral,
solo, or ensemble group.
3. HISTORICAL OR THEORETICAL SURVEY—A
research thesis of acceptable length and importance must be
filed with the Library. . . . . .
Candidates for a degree with Major m music must show
the following credits:
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Harmony - 8 hours
Conducting 2 hours
History of Music 4 hours
Music Methods 2 hours
Orchestral Instruments 2 hours
Orchestration 2 hours
Electives in Theory 4 hours
Applied Music 4 hours
Organizational Credit 4 hours
MUSIC THEORY
lab MUSIC APPRECIATION—A survey course design
ed to develop feeling for the style and an understanding of
music of the various periods. Study of the principal forms of
music and biographical survey of composers. Illustrated with
recordings and performance by faculty members. Two hours
each semester.
2b SIGHT SINGING—Diction of melodies in major
and minor keys, involving chromatic alterations and various
rhythms. Diction in two, three, and four part harmony.
Practice in singing new music at sight. Two hours one se
mester.
3ab HARMONY I—Diatonic harmony embracing scales,
triads, seventh, and ninth chords, and simple modulation,
presented both from theoretical and creative aspects and com
bined with diction, sight singing, keyboard harmony, an
alysis, and composition. Two hours each semester.
4ab HARMONY II—Prerequisite, Music 3. Continued
study of composition including all types of modulations, alter
ed chords, and a detailed study of non chordal tones. Atten
tion given to development of freedom in composition. Two
hours each semester.
Tab CONDUCTING—A thorough study of song leading,
choral directing, and orchestral conducting involving baton
technique. Involves a survey of choral and orchestral litera
ture and a study of their ibaton problems. Two hours each
semester.
103 ab MUSIC HISTORY—^A detailed and intensive
study of the origin and development of music, with illustra
tions of examples studied. Involves a detailed biographical sur-
sey of composers through the classical, romantic, and modern
periods. Two hours one semester.
104b PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC METHODS—A psycho-
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logical study of the principles involved in music teaching.
Credit can be applied to students course in field of either
music or education. Two hours one semester.
105a ORCHESTRATION—^A study of the history, tech
nical limitations, and use of the orchestral instruments. At
tention given to the technique of scoring for all instruments.
Two hours one semester.
106b. ORCHESTRAL INSTRUMENTS—A course design
ed to acquaint the student with the principles of tone production
and methods of teaching of the various Instruments. Attention
given to the technique of organizing Instrumental groups. Two
hours one semester.
Applied Music
Private Instruction in piano, organ, voice and violin is
given in forty-minute lessons. Lessons missed by students,
except for illness, will be made up only at the discretion of
the teacher, who in all cases should be notified in advance.
All tuitions and fees in the music department are
able to the treasurer of the college at the beginning of the
semester as are other tuitions. The rate for any applied music
is $24.00 per semester of 16 lessons.
Applied music students must keep accurate record of
spent in practice each day, and report the total time to the
Music faculty at the end of the semester. No college credit
can be given unless a minimum of 80 hours per semes er
practice is recorded and equivalent progress made.
No college credit can be given for elementary
preparatory training in applied music. Those not qualiuea •
receive college training may take lessons without credit at
the regular rate.
A Diploma in Applied Music is given in recognition of
diligent study and outstanding ability in a chosen field oi
piano, organ, voice, violin, or other orchestral instrument.
This is offered to either music majors or non-majors who
complete at least two years of upper division applied study
and present a public recital.
A limited number of applied music scholarships are given
each year to students who prove themselves worthy.
PIANO PREPARATORY—A non-credit course for -stu
dents who have not had sufficient preparation to enroll for
credit courses in piano. Study includes technical exercises of
Hanon, Czerny, and Heller for development of fingers, thor-
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^ough study of major and minor scales, arpeggios, and chords.
LOWER "DIVISION—Candidates for college credit in
piano should be able to play all major and minor scales and
arpeggios with correct fingering and in varying rhythms,
and ^should be able to play hymns easily. Technical studies
include Bach inventions, Czerny P. 249, Haydn and Mozart
sonatas, easier sonatas of Beethoven, and selected composi
tions of standard composers from memory.
UPPER DIVISION—Scales in sixths, tenths, and thirds.
Bach Well-Tempered Clavichord, Cramer Selected Studies,
Czerny P. 740, dementi Gradus ad Parmassum, Beethoven
sonatas, Chopin Ballades, Liszt Rhapsodies and Transcrip
tions, a Concerto and other standard advanced compositions
from memory. The student should have experience in en
semble playing and be able to read moderate accompaniments
at sight.
Organ
Unusual advantages are provided by the department
for the study of the organ. Several courses of study
are provided to afford the student a thorough education
in the science of organ playing, in the administration of
church music, and in general musicianship; and complete
facilities are offered to students for both practice and per
formance.
The Everett Orgatron in the local Friends church is
available to organ students for a nominal fee and under di
rection of the organ instructor.
Much attention is given to clarity and precision, voice
progression, various types of legato and staccato, choice of
registration, various types of artistic phrasing, and ease in
handling of the modern organ.
PREREQUISITES FOR ADMISSION TO THE ORGAN
SCHOOL—Piano through preparatory course, equal to the
execution of Bach inventions, Mozart and Beethoven sonatas,
and technical proficiency gained through studies of Czerny,
Hanon, Heller and Burgmuller.
Some of these requirements may be waived upon comple
tion of a satisfactory entrance examination conducted by the
head of the Organ Department.
5ab. Carl Master studies; Dudley Buck, Pedal Phrasing;
Triosonatas; Bach Chorales; Smaller compositions for church
f
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use. Study of the structure of the organ. Hymn playing;
pedal technique. Organ touch and choir accompanying. Ele
mentary registration. First and second semesters one hour.
102ab. Bach preludes and Fugues; Mendelssohn son
atas; works of Guilmant, Wider, Pranck, Karg-EIert, Vierne,
Roger. Larger church and concert music of all schools.
rangements of piano accompaniments for organ and reading
at sight vocal scores. Transposition, modulation, and im
provisation. Program building; organ design. Elementary
care of tuning of the organ. First and second semester one
hour.
Violin
PREPARATORY—Non-credit course for students Tvho
have not had sufficient preparation to qualify for college
credit. Study includes playing in first and third positions with
good Intonation and smooth bowing, a mastery of elementary
problems of technique.
LOWER DIVISION—Study of three-octave scales and ar
peggios. Studies from Wohlfort, Mazas, Krentzer, and others.
Danda'a air varies, easier concertos.
UPPER DIVISION—Studies from Schradiesk, Fiorillo,
Spohr, Dont and others. Standard sonatas and concertos by
classic composers.
Voice
lOab. Breath control, diction and the essentials of inter
pretation. The student should sing .all songs from memory.
Easy Italian songs. Songs of Handel, Franz, Schubert, Schu
mann, Grieg and other standard composers. Sacred songs and
easier oratorio arias.
103. The student sho.uld sing German, French and Ital
ian songs. He should have a repertoire of songs of all schools.
Opera and oratorio arias. The advanced student must be able
to play simple piano accompaniments.
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ART
SIR. THORNBURG
1. GENERAL ART—A course dealing with elementary
methods of pencil drawing, water colors, oils, ink and block
printing. Two hours each semester.
2. CREATIVE ART—A course designed to give prac
tice to those who have had some elementary work in art. Two
hours each semester.
SPEECH AND DRAMATICS
PROFESSOR HOSKINS
MRS. MORSE
Speech
1. FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH — A foundation
course In the essentials of speech with emphasis on the im
provement of conversational habits and general speaking ef
fectiveness of students. It aims to develop thought analysis,
as well as ease and directness, in oral expression. This course
or its equivalent, is prerequisite for all other speech or dra
matics courses. First semester, two hours.
2. PUBLIC SPEAKING—This course aims to acquaint
the student with various types of public speeches. It consists
of the study of construction of these speeches and gives prac
tice in their delivery. Second semester, two hours.
3. PORENSICS—A study of the principles of argu
mentation and debate. Textbook work supplemented by de
bates in class and in public. First semester, two hours.
4. SPEECH MAKING — A laboratory course in
public speaking with extensive practice in the preparation and
delivery of speeches suitable to various occasions. Second
semester, two hours.
101. SPEECH MAKING—The same as course number
4 with additional work in judging, and criticizing, and special
clinical training. Second semester, two hours.
Other advanced courses in speech will be given at the
request of three or more students.
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Dramatics
la. PLAY PRODUCTION—A course designed to d^
velop principles of character analysis and ii^terpretation
a study of theories of acting. A character recital will be re
quired of each student. First semester, two hours.
lb. PLAY PRODUCTION—This Is a practical course
in play production to prepare students to take .
direct dramatic productions. Using the one act m 3^
group will study problems of casting, rehearsing, ® '
costuming, stage setting and lighting. Must be prece 7
la. Second semester, two hours.
3. STAGECRAFT—An advanced course
the technical side of play production. This claM will
equipment to be used by the dramatics department ana wia
aid in the staging of school plays. Hours to be arrangea.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
MR. FROST
MISS MACY
Men's Division
Credit is given for participation in any of the rnajor
sports. There will be gymnasium classes as well as individual
work.
COACHING—lab.—An effort is made to acquaint the
student with the theory and practice of the major sports. Not
open to Freshmen. Throughout the year—one hour per se
mester.
Women's Division
INDIVIDUAL SPORTS and ACTIVITIES—Archery, ten
nis, shuffle board, ping pong and hiking.
TEAM SPORTS—Basketball. Volleyball and Baseball.
COACHING, lab.—A study of the theory and methods
of coaching the team sports °^entioned above incUidmg^lecture and laboratory work. Not open to Freshmen. Through
out the year—one hour per semester.
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MUSIC STUDENTS
PIANO
Delmer Aebischer Newberg, Oregon
Verla Aebischer New!berg, Oregon
Ruth Baker Newberg, Oregon
Dorothy Barratt Camas, Washington
Colleene Bybee Eugene, Oregon
Betty Ann Craven Bell, California
Doris Davis Newberg, Oregon
Virginia Dixon Newberg, Oregon
Jean Gulley Newberg, Oregon
Lela Gulley Springbrook, Oregon
Roberta Harper Newberg, Oregon
Donna Heacock Portland, Oregon
Donald Johnson Hillsboro, Oregon
Wilma Koontz Hereford, Oregon
Bernard Landreth Newberg, Oregon
Virginia Leffler Newberg, Oregon
Nancy Mae Lewis Anatone, Washington
Richard B. Luder Newberg, Oregon
Maribeth McCracken Newberg, Oregon
Billie Maddux Newberg, Oregon
Dick Maddux Newberg, Oregon
Miriam Michener Newberg, Oregon
Loren D. Mills Newberg, Oregon
Priscilla Anne Moore Newberg, Oregon
Wesley Murphy Bellevue, Washington
Lilah Newby Newloerg, Oregon
Viola Nixon Newberg, Oregon
Ruth Flews Newberg, Oregon
Frances Reid Newberg, Oregon
Erna Schall Newberg, Oregon
Margaret Tangen Newberg, Oregon
Louise G. Thornburg Pico, California
Paul Thornburg Lipscomb, Texas
Joyce Walker Newberg, Oregon
VOICE
Blen Bowman Newberg, Oregon
Mary Esther Clark Colorado Springs, Colorado
Quincy Fodge Caldwell, Idaho
Thelma Green Newberg, Oregon
Vera Jones .'Newberg, Oregon
Bernard Landreth Newberg, Oregon
Charlotte Macy Caldwell, Idaho
Wesley Murphy Bellevue, Washington
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Mariann Paden Brownsville, Oregon
Joyce Perisho Newberg, Oregon
Patricia Perisho Newberg, Oregon
Helen G. Handle Fair Oaks, California
Divonna Schweitzer Portland, Oregon
Evangelyn Shattuck Gresham, Oregon
Eleanor Swanson Portland, Oregon
Carolyn Stone Newberg, Oregon
Edwin Strcther Newberg, Oregon
Nancy Lou Strother Newberg, Oregon
Eilene Tamplin Portland, Oregon
VIOIilN
Wilma Archambeau Scio, Oregon
Albert Huston Newberg, Oregon
Dick Maddux Newberg, Oregon
Marjorie Murphy Bellevue, Washington
Ruth Rees Newberg, Oregon
Terrill Repp Newberg, Oregon
Terrell Repp Newberg, Oregon
ORGAN
Bertha Cressman Newberg, Oregon
Doris Davis Newberg, Oregon
Evalene Eddy Newberg, Oregon
Hazel Mary Houser Newberg, Oregon
Marilyn Jones Newberg, Oregon
Vivian Miller Vancouver, Washington
Evelyn Moore Newberg, Oregon
Margaret Weesner Newberg, Oregon
SUMMER SCHOOL, 1914
Ruth Baker Newberg, Oregon
Everett Craven Boise, Idaho
Bertha Cressman Newberg, Oregon
Lloyd Cressman Newberg, Oregon
Harold Fowler Newberg, Oregon
Kenneth Fowler Newberg, Oregon
Donald Johnson Hillsboro, Oregon
Roger Minthorne New York, New York
Orrin Ogier Holtville, California
Terrell Repp Newberg, Oregon
Allen Thomas Sherwood, Oregon
Paul Thornburg Lipscomb, Texas
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FRESmiAN
Dorothy Barratt Camas, Washington
Laura Birch..; Caldwell, Idaho
Colleene Bybee Eugene, Oregon
Ernest Davis Dundee, Oregon
James Greer Newberg, Oregon
Dorrence Hoots Newberg, Oregon
Robert Hurford Springfield, Oregon
Pauline Ireland Eagle, Idaho
Marcia Jones Newberg, Oregon
Glenn Koch Caldwell, Idaho
Wilma Koontz .Hereford, Oregon
Virginia Leffler Newberg, Oregon
Nancy Lewis : Anatone, Washington
Mildred Loewen Salem, Oregon
Vivian Miller Vancouver, Washington
Preston Mills Boise, Idaho
Dean Ogilvie Caldwell, Idaho
Douglas Olson Salem, Oregon
Mariann Paden Brownsville, Oregon
Dale Parrish Newberg, Oregon
Patricia Perisho .Newberg, Oregon
Helen Randle Fair Oaks, California
Gordon St. George Maywood, California
Isabel Schroeder Newbreg, Oregon
Divonna Schweitzer Portland, Oregon
Loren Smith Tacoma, Washington
Margaret Smith Newberg, Oregon
Eleanor Swanson Portland, Oregon
Doris Switzer Wilder, Idaho
Eileen Tamplin Portland. Oregon
Louise Thornburg Pico. California
Jessie Wakefield Scotts. Mills, Oregon
Floyd Watson Turner, Oregon
Rosabelle Wefbb .Camas. Washington
Stanley Williams Caldwell, Idaho
Thelma Winter Newberg, Oregon
SOPHOMORES
Dorothy Baird Oakland, Oregon
Genevieve Belz Camas, Washington
Donald Bowers Newberg, Oregon
Naomi Wiley Bowers Newberg, Oregon
Margery Cole Portland, Oregon
r
t
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Everett Craven Bell, California
Doris Davis Newberg...Oregon
Imogene Degner Newberg, Oregon
Quincy Fodge Caldwell. Idaho
Eloise Fowler Turner, Oregon
Ross Gulley Newberg, Oregon
Donna Heacock Portland, Oregon
Donald Johnson 1..'. Hillsboro, Oregon
Vera Jones Newberg, Oregon
Bernard Landreth .Newberg, Oregon
Loren Mills Newberg, Oregon
Roger Minthorne New York, New York
Marjorie Murphy Bellevue, Washington
Terrell Repp Newberg, Oregon
Laura Shook Boise, Idaho
Betty Gene Svendsen Newberg, Oregon
Allen Thomas Sherwood, Oregon
Ruth Vasey Newberg, Oregon
JUNIORS
Don Brash Toledo. Oregon
Betty Ann Craven Bell, California
Harold Fowler Newberg. Oregon
Kenneth Fowler Newberg. Oregon
Florence Hadlock Seattle. Washington
Warren Hale Salem, Oregon
Mildred Haworth
Leta Hockett Caldwell, Idaho
Wesley Murphy. Bellevue, Washington
moria Newall Newberg. Oregon
orr n OgLr Holtville. California
Betty Ann Roberts Caldwell, IdahoBL-bara Terrill Talent, Oregon
Herschel Thornburg Newberg, Oregon?aurThornburg Lipscomb. Texas
SENIORS
Mona Cowley Newberg, OregonLloyd Cressman ::;:Z^..Canby, Oreion
Eleanoi Ellis. Newberg, Oregon
V. rarreu -.IZr-ir-'-Sewb^l: Oreion?re?ma Newberg, Oregon
S2 LIST OF STUDENTS
Abe Loewen
Viola Nixon
Joyce Perisho
• Zenas Perisho
Evanselyn Shattuck...
Charlton Smitherman.
Salem, Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
•Newberg, Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
-Gresham, Oregon
.Newiberg, Oregon
SPECIAJi STUDENTS
Myrtle Best
Alice Booth
Noel Bowman
Chaijes Bradshaw.
Hattie Bradshaw...
Alice Roberts
Dorwin Smith
William Thomas
Newberg, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
Newberg, Oregon
-Dundee, Oregon
-Dundee, Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
-Newberg, Oregon
CANDIDATE FOR Th. B. DEGREE
Harold Thompson Newberg, Oregon
Academic Regulations .
Admission, Terms of —
Advance Standing
Aims
Board of Managers
Boarding
Building and Grounds ..
Calendar
Christian Union
Committees—
Investment
Of the Board of Managers
Of the Faculty
Visiting
Community Service
Conduct of Students .
Curricula, Suggested
Degrees
INDEX
INDEX
Departments and Courses—
Bible
Biology
Business Administration
Chemistry
Coaching
Community
Dramatics .
Economics ,
Education .
Service —
English and Literature
Ethics
French
Functional Education —
German
History
Home Economics
Mathematics
Music
Orientation
Philosophy
Physical Education
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Public Speaking
Religious Education -
Sociology
Spanish
.39-40
.50
83
19
26
27
10
3
21
14
2
15
4
3
9
4
11, 29
16-18
30-50
28-29
, 52-54
67
46, 69
65-66
77
11
77
69
55-57
60-62
52
63
11, 55
62
57-58
6S
64
70-75
55
52
77
65
58-59
55-57
76
52-55
. 59-60
63
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INDEX—Continued
Vocational Guidance 55
Dormitory Life—
Dormitory for Men 20-21
Dormitory for Women 20-21
Equipment, Buildings, etc 14
Expenses 21
Faculty 6-8
Financial Aid 24-25
Functional Education 11, 55
Grades 18
History of the College 10
Integrating Courses 12-13
Management of the College 13-14
Officers of Administration 4
Professional and Pre-Professional Courses—
Agriculture 48
Business 46
Christian Work 39-40
Dentistry 46
Elementary Teaching 34-36
Engineering 44
Government Service 40-41
Health and Physical Education 49-50
High School Teaching 34-35, 37-39
Home Economics 47-68
Journalism 48-49
Law 4 7
Library Service 49
Medicine 45
Nurses Training 46-47
Pharmacy 45
Reconstruction Training 42-43
Scientific Research 50
Social Service 41-42
Purpose of the College lO-ll
Requirements—
For College Entrance ^ 26
For College Graduation 27
Scholarships and Prizes 24-25
Standards and Standardization 12
Student Activities 15-16
Students 78-82
Suggested Curricula 30-5'
Teaching, High School 34-35, 37-39
Tuition Refunds 23
Variable Credit 20
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